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FARM PRACTICES IN SOUTH CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI
WITH SUGGESTED CHANGES
Although southern Mississippi has been settled in some degree for
nore than one hundred years, much of the development in agriculture
The first settlers came to an area
has been comparatively recent.
[hat was heavily foreste^^ but which offered some grazing for cattle.
Consequently the development of crop land in the area awaited the removal of the forest. Lumbering was for a long time the chief industry,
but as the acres in timber land diminished, the way for farms was
opened.
The establishment of farms did not keep pace with the removal of timber and at the present time, large areas of cut over land
are still undeveloped for agricultural purposes.
According to the United States Census for 1925, only 48.6 per cent
cf the land in Jones County, Mississippi, was in farms and of this only
3 7.6 per cent of the land actually in farms was classed as improved
larm land. With only about 20 per cent of the total area improved
and much of the remainder potentially tillable, the farms in this section of Mississippi have much room for expansion both in size and
TiUmber.
Incomes from farming in the past have not been large enough to
allow a standard of living that would encourage either the development
of new farms or an extensive improvement of those already in operation.
The opportunity for doing outside work in the lumber camps and
saw mills has undoubtedly diverted the energy of the people from
farming, but as the amount of timber decreases, more of the family
earnings must come from the farm and this must come from a greater
efficiency in the operation of the farms or the development of new
farms from what is now the unproductive cut over land.
Purpose of Bulletin and Source of Data
This bulletin is based on detailed farm records obtained on farms
in Jones County, Mississippi.
It shows the systems of farming followed on 19 farms in the long leaf pine section for 1927 and on 15 farms
in 1928, the crops produced, the yields obtained, and the fertilizer,
labor and cost items that entered into production.
It shows the number of livestock on the farms, the production obtained, and the feed,
labor, and other cost items used on livestock.
From this study of
what was being done on farms in this section together with such other
data^ from the Experiment Station as offer better methods and improvements of farm practices, suggestions for the improvement in the
management of the farms are made. The bulletin should contain
practical information for those who are beginning the development of
farms in the area, to agricultural extension workers, and to farmers
already established who are looking for means of increasing the earnings of their farms.

General Conclusions
Successful crop production in this area demands careful soil management and the judicious use of fertilizers. Terracing is essential
in many of the fields and heavy applications of fertilizer are necessary
if good crop yields are obtained.
Although improvements in the quality and production of the cattle
kept on the farms must be delayed until the eradication of the tick,.
3

opportunities for the raising of cattle and dairying will be increased
With more cattle on farms the inclusion
the area is tick free.
of pasture crops which will naturally follow in the cropping system
should help to solve many of the fertility and erosion problems.
The nearby towns offer a limited market for truck crops and with
these some of the farmers are profitably supplementing the chief crop,
cotton.
The local demand for truck crops is easily satisfied however
and where shipping is undertaken, the hazards are greatly increased.
Truck crops which may be fed to livestock in case of an inadequate
market demand are ordinarily the most profitable.
On the farm, the field work is carried on with one or two-horse
Even with
implements, and much of the work is done by hand labor.
the small fields made necessary by the uneven terraces there seems
some possibility for increasing the size of farms which can be handled
by one man through the use of two-horse implements. The emphasis
which is placed on cotton results in a very uneven distribution of labor
throughout the year. By adding to the farm business some enterprises to give profitable employment for a longer season of the year,
the size of the business may be increased without creating a demand
for more labor than is usually available on the farm.
Cotton has the first choice of crops in the farming system and is
the most reliable source of income, and as a usual thing as much cotton
as can be cared for is grown.
The best opportunities for improvement in the organization of the farm business seem to lie in the production of corn for grain, hay, and cover crops for roughage or pasture
and in the feeding of these crops to productive livestock.

when

Natural Conditions

Jones County

in

the

Area

fairly typical of the counties lying in the long
leaf pine section of Mississippi.
Rainfall is heavy, the mean precipitation for the section being between 55 and 60 inches annually, and
while it is generally distributed throughout the year, less rainfall is
is

recorded for the months of September, October and November, the
of picking and harvesting late crops.
The long summers adapt
the section to cotton and allow double cropping for a number of crops.
The short mild winters allow the growth of winter annuals and hardy
pasture plants for practically the entire year.
The topography of the uplands which makes up two-thirds of the
area of Jones County varies from flat or undulating to a ridgy or
rough surface.
The western part of the county, the section in
1|
which the farm records were obtained, is rolling to rough land and
here the land is more subject to erosion than is the more level land
in the eastern part of the county.
The rolling land is too steep for
cultivation unless terraced and the soil carefully handled.
Natural
terrace or second bottom land and the stream bottoms make up slightly less than one-third of the area of the county,
The value of this
land for farming depends on its drainage and although much of this
land making up about 15 per cent of the county area is tillable or
easily drained for cultivation, much of the first bottom land is subject to overflow and pould not be easily reclaimed for farming.
As
a rule, the first bottom is not considered farming land.

months

Goodman,
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isBureau
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—

L. and Jones, E.
\V.
Soil Survey of Jones Cor.-ity,
Department of Asriculture Soil Survey, April, 1915.

4

Hilississipp'',

The predominating soil type is fine sandy loam which, in its variThe
ous soil series, makes up about 44.5 per cent of the county area.
other soils mapped are similar in texture, fertility and crop adaption.
The upland soils in this section contain about 65 per cent of fine sand,
30 per cent of silt and about 5 per cent of clay.
2|.
Most of the soils are deficient in phosphates and nitrogen and in
many cases crop production can be increased by the application of
potash.
Practically all of these require liming for the growth of limeWith proper soil management, good crop yields can
loving legumes.
be obtained, but because of the heavy rainfall and the nature of the
soil, plant food leaches away rapidly and land left idle or uncared
for soon loses its fertility.

—
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The Number and Average Size
County Micsicsippi, 1900 to 1925
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RECENT AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS
Farming has been carried on in Jones County since the first
settlement was made in 1820.
Stock raising was the chief occupation.
2

Station,

—

Logan. William X.- The ^oWi
Technical Bulletin, No. 7.

Mississippi.

Mississippi

Agricultural Experiment
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of* the early settlers, few crops were grov/n, and cattle were grazed
on the undergrowth of the pine forests. Agriculture developed slowly and in 1880 only about 21,000 acres, or less than 5 per cent of the
area of the County, was classed as improved farm land.
At this time
corn was the most important crop and as late as 1889 there were 5,664
acres of corn and only 2,784 acres of cotton reported.
The census reports indicate that there was little change in the
acres of land in farms from 1900 to 1925, but that the percentage of
improved land doubled during that period. Figure I shows the proportion of ail land in farms and the improved land in farms by census

periods since 1900.
As the numiber of farms in the County increased there was a
decrease in the average size of farms, but the number of crop acres
per farm remained about the same.
The increase in total crop acres
was due to the larger number of farms and not to an increase in the
acreage operated by each man.
Table 1 shows the number and average size of and tenure on farms by census years since 1900. It may
be noted that in 1910 and again in 1925 when the number of farms was
greatest, the percentage of tenancy was also greatest.
According to the classification made by the Census, the number of
farms with 20 to 49 acres and from 40 to 59 acres has been increasing
while the number of large farms has been decreasing.
Presumably
some parts of the larger holdings are being operated by share croppers
and as such are listed as separate farms. It does not mean that the
land holdings are being broken into smaller units.
In 1925 there were
514 croppers reported in Jones County or 213 more than were reported for 1920.
At the same time the number of owners and tenants other than croppers decreased slightly.
The number of croppers

COTTON ACREAGE

IN 9 COUNTIES
EXPRESSED AS PER CENT OF

1919

1920

U.S.OEPORTNENT OF AGRICULTURE

Filjurr

II.

been upward.

IN SOUTH MISSISSIPPI
1919 ACREAGE

1927

1928

1929

BUREAU Of «CRirU«.ruRAJ. ECONOMICS

The trond of cotton acreage in tlie Longleaf pine section of tlie state has
Fluctuations may be readily accounted for by economic conditions.

not given in the reports prior to 1920, but during the 5-year period
iollowing 1920 there seems to have been a decrease in the number of
:arm proprietors, and an increase in share croppers. On the basis
farm proprietors, that is, owners and tenants who own thsir own
quipment, the average size of farm was 97 acres for both 1920 and
±['i25, but the crop acres per farm increased from 27.4 to 33.

'

is

:

Changes in Cotton Production
1910 the production of cotton in the county averaged slightly more than 10,500 bales annually, but following the weevil
infestation production fell away until in 1916 only 885 bales were reAfter 1919 the acreag3 of cotton again increased and by 1924
ported.
was greater than at any other census period. Many of the farms reported by the 1910 census and 1925 census were cropper farms, and

From 1900

to

while this is evidence of an increase of production, it does not signify
an increase in the number of land holders or of separate farm units.
In 1910, just before the first ravages of the boll weevil, 11.62i)
This figure was not exceeded until 1924
bales of cotton were ginned.
The increase in
Vvhen reported ginnings amounted to 12,088 bales.
the number of farms reported and the increase in the number of tenants is doubtless due to the tendency for croppers to put out small
acreages of cotton during periods when the crop is profitable.
The good yields of cotton and the favorable prices obtained in
recent years have stiritulated the production of cotton in this section
of Mississippi.
Figure II shows the percentage of increase in the
acreage of cotton in nine counties including Jones County.
Data for
separate counties are not available, but from the estimates the increase

ACRES IN CROPS BY CENSUS PERIODS
JONES COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
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Figure III.
Cotton and corn are pippnndorantly the major crops of Jones County
point of acreage occupied.
These two crops have consistently alternated for the place
greatest acreage at the times of the last four census enumerations.

7

in,

cl

m

in the acreage of cotton in Jones County is similar to that for the section.
Although the acreage in three of the years was less than that
•of the year preceding, yet the trend has been toward a larger acreage 'Ll
each year.
No data are available for recent years, but the opinion ip
of those interested in cotton in these counties is that the acreage has
continued to increase since 1927.
In 1926 the acreage was 59 per r||
With unsatisfactory returns from il
cent more than the acreage of 1919.
cotton in 1928 and again in 1929 the acreage may again decline, as it
has done after previous unfavorable years.

w

»
I

I

Figure

III

shows the change which has taken place

in the

acreage

of crops grown in each of the recent census periods.
Since 1899 the
cotton acreage has trebled and other crops have increased in acreage.,
In 1899 co^n occupied a larger acreage than any other crop and made
up 11 of uie' 21 crop acres per farm. In 1909 cotton occupied onehalf of the 20 crop acres per farm, and only 7 acres were in corn.
In
1919 only 8 acres of cotton per farm was reported and more land was
The next census report showed that in 1924
in hay and feed crops.
one-half of the 24 crop acres per fa^m were in cotton, only 10 acres
were in corn, and a much smaller acreage in hay.

There has been less change in the number and kind of livestock
than in the crops grown.
As the number of farms increased there was
an accompanying increase in che total number of work animals in the
county.
The increase of cotton and the decrease of feed crops was
also accompanied by a decrease in the number of cattle and hogs.
There were fewer cattle reported in the county for 1925 than for 1920.

THE FARMS FROM WHICH RECORDS WERE OBTAINED
Records of the farm business were obtained from 19 farmers in
1927 and from 15 in 1928. Eleven of the farmers kept records for
the two years.
These farms are located in the southwestern part of
the county.
The land is practically all upland and on most of the
farms the surface is roiling or rough so that terracing of cultivated
fields is a common practice.
The soil is typical of the fine sandy
loam of the area and has the common deficiencies of phosphates and
nitrogen.

The farms ranged in size from 31 to 280 acres with the area in
crops ranging from 19 acres on the smallest farm to 123 acres on the
largest.
On the average, these farms were larger than those of the
county, with a total size of 111 acres of which 40 acres were in crops.
Seven of the 15 farmers had one or more croppers in 1928 and 7 of
These
the 19 farmers keeping records the previous year had croppers.
larger holdings, which have been classified in this study as single farms,
would in the census classification, be rated as two or more, according to
the number of share croppers. Eliminating the effect of the number of
croppers, the average size of faim reported by the census for Jones
County is only 14 acres less than the average for farms included in
the study.

On

the average, the 15 farms in 1928 had 23.4 acres in wage
which is practically the same as the county average per farm
for 1924, and 17 acres per farm which was worked by croppers.
Approximately 28 acres were in permanent pasture, most of which was
unimproved cut-over land. The farms on which records were obtained
crops,

8

^

!

i

;

927 averaged 33 acres in owners' crops and 12.5 acres grown by
On a few of the farms, some of the land not under
ultivation would not be tillable, but as a rule, most of the farms had
fiditional land that could be tilled by clearing of stumps and terracIn 1927, there was no fencing law in the county and none of
ng.
he woods land was classed as pasture.
]

rare croppers.

2.
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—
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The distribution of land on these farms is shown in table 2. Cot-^
ton and corn were the principal crops grown.
"Other crops", grown,
on some, but not all, of the farms were oats for hay or grain, soybeans,
and cowpeas. Truck crops grown for sale or for home use consisted
of sugar cane for making sy.up, sweet potatoes, Irish potatoes, string
beans, turnips and rutabagas.
Of these minor truck crops, the surplus
was sold locally, or when the market was unfavorable, was fed to livestock.

The crops grown by the cropper-labor consisted of cotton primarily,
with one-fourth as much corn as cotton and a small acreage of truck
crops.
On the land farmed by croppers, the acreage and production
of garden and truck crops were relatively unimportant.
For the most part, the pastures were unimproved and the livestock
on pasture were getting such native grasses as grew on the cut over
timber land. With the enforcement of the fencing law, the stock no
longer has access to open range and the keeping of cattle will depend
more on the improvement of pasture lands on the farms.

As a source of income, livestock were of little importance on the
farms on which records were obtained. Work stock consumed the
greater part of the feed produced.

The livestock on the farms from which records were obtained in
1928 was practically the same as that on the farms in 1927, and the
average is shown in table 3.
On tlie farms with no share crops, two
work animals per farm was most common. One farm, larger than the
ethers and which employed more than the usual amount of hired labor,
kept six animals, while two of the farms used only one each.
The
farms operated in part by croppers had two or more work animals, the
number varying with the acreage of crops handled, or the number of
croppers on the farm.
9
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SO

pork produced.

As a result of the fencing; law and the dipping program, many of
the farmers in the county disposed of some of their cattle during- the
second year and the number of cows remaining was only enough to
meet the needs of the family for dairy products. A few of the farms
produced some cream for sale, but the production of dairy products
for the market was uncommon in either year.
Pork was produced on
all farms except one during the first year of the study and on all of
the farms in 1928, but the average production of pork was slightly
smaller the second year.
In general, pork is produced for family use
only, although some dressed pork was sold.
On the average, a flock of
10

'55

from 15 to 125 hens.
although the production per head

head of chickens was kept, the

Some poultry and eggs

was

v^^ece

size ranging-

sold,

low.

Typically, the family farm in this section is organized to produce
8 to 12 acres of cotton, about two-thirds as much corn, and a few acres
of other crops, such as oat or soy bean hay and truck crops for home
use.
On a farm of this size, the livestock kept would be approximately
two head of work stock, two milk cows, two or three head of young
cattle, about 50 chickens, and a breeding sow with pgis.

Distributaon of Labor to Enterprises

Almost one-half of the time which the operator, family labor, and
Figure
liired labor worked on these farms was used on the cotton crop.
IV shows the distribution of this labor to the upkeep of the farm, to
Cotton
the crops, and to livestock during the two years of the study.
used 44 per cent of the labor hours, corn 12 per cent, hay 4 per cent,
and other crops 10 per cent. Only 15 per cent of the time spent in
farm work was used in the care of livestock and of this, one-third was
for the care of work stock.
Altogether, about 16 per cent of the
labor was for the upkeep of the place, including the upkeep of the
farm buildings, maintenance of equipment, work done for the household, and other geneial work.
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to the short crop of cotton in

1928 which required

less labor for cotton

picking and hauling.

These totals and the distribution of the man hours shown in the
chart do not include the labor of the share croppers on the farms.
With the share croppers, little labor is used for farm upkeep, less for
care of livestock, and as cotton is the sole crop, a greater proporLion
of the labor of the croppers is devoted to the production of cotton.
Sources of Farm Labor
Records of the work done by croppers on share crops are not
available and table 4, showing the source of farm labor on these farms,
does not include that for which a crop share was given.
The difference
in the total hours worked in 1927 and in 1928 is caused by the variation in different farms, to changes in the season and to lower cotton
yields the second year.
In 1928, the number of man hours per farm
ranged from 1937 hours on a small farm, the operator of which worked
off the farm 940 hours, to a farm, with the average acreage of crops,
but dependent on family labor where 4950 hours of labor were used. ^
More labor was reported in 1927. In this year, too, probably because of the high yield of cotton, more labor was hired and a greater
use made of family labor.
On the average, the labor of the proprietor
both on and off the farm was 2017 hours in 1927, and ranged from
1050 to 2996. In 1928, the average was 2084, ranging from 1289
to 2719 hours.
Many of the proprietors with no outside work would
have time to carry on additional farm enterprises provided the labor
of the new lines of production did not conflict with the labor on cotton.
The distribution of labor to different enterprises on one farm with an
organization typical of those in the area is shown in figure V.
On this
farm the demand for labor is concentrated during the months of June
and December. If necessary the work on cotton could have been spread
over a longer period so that the operator and the family could have
done more of the work,' but the chart hows the time when the available
Enterprises which provide something
labor was not fully employed.
profitable to do during these slack periods should be valuable additions
to the farm business.
Table 4.
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lo:.

Farm Earnings

2:VS

27
?, ')

in

7

28^2

1927 and 1928

Neither 1927 nor the year following would be considered normal
years in the section.
Crop yields were exceptionally high in 1927 and
farm earnings were better than would be expected over a period of
years.
On the other hand, the cotton crop in 1928 was very short and
farm earnings were low. Figure 6 shows the range of farm earnings
in a year of exceptionally good cotton yields as compared to a year
of vm-'y poor yields, and at the same time, shows the variation of farm
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income on the farnas for each year. In 1927 the farm income on 19
farms averaged $1132.28, but for the following- year the average was
This farm income represents the amount remaining
only $411.42.
for the operator and the farm after current expenses and the value
of unpaid family labor have been deducted from the value of the proThe first year the farm income ranged from $2548.81 to
duction.
In 1928, the range was much lower, the highest income
$408.77.
figure being $1004.19 and the lowest being $355.63 less than enough
to meet the expenses and charge for family labor even with no allowWith few exceptions those who
ance for the operator or his farm.
had a high farm income had a high rate of return on investment as
The value of the operator's labor, estimated at 15 cents per
well.
hour, averaged $302.56 in 1927 and $312.82 in 1928.
Table 5 shows a summarized financial statement of the farms on
which the records were obtained for the two years. Much of the difference in the incomes of the two years is due to smaller returns from
crops and livestock in 1928, less receipts from outside labor, and a much
Cash expenses
smaller increase in the value of the farm property.
were somewhat less, and there was a smaller average charge for unpaid
family labor.

EFFECTS OF A

GOOD AND BAD COTTON CROP
IN FARM EARNINGS

RER^CTro

II
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FARM INCOMES. JONES COUNTY FARMS -1928
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There is a greater difference between the earnings on different
farms in any one year than there is between the average earnings for
the two years, and it is with the difference in income on different
farms and the caJises for the difference in incomes that this bulletin
v,-ill be most concerned,.
As shown in figure VI. there is a wide difference in the earnings of farms under similar conditions.
These are
13

due to different systems of management, and

in part

in part to the^

effectiveness of the production on the farm, but as the farms
similar crops

and

same proportions, there

in practically the

grew

a greater

is

difference in the effectiveness of the production than in the kind of

crops grown or in the livestock kept.

This does not

mean

that there

no room for improvement in the system of farming followed, but
that from a study of the records themselves significant differences in
production methods may be noted and singled out for examination.
is

—

Table

5.

Number

of

FinanciEl Statement of Farms for

1927 and 1928
3

Cro])

and

Invciit^iy

Value

of

ck receiyits
rt<(iii{K
^
iuritishcd

the

303.48
580.14
401.22

home

value of pioduet
Cash cxpcn-e
Inventory decrease
^alue of family labor
Total charfie

incme

Aalue

of

82.37
384.14
$2,539.92

Total

Farm

15

$854.17
138. SG

.$llf)r>.08

inci.;.s<'

ins

19 2 8

ly

live!-t<

it'

County, Mississippi

927

farms

:Misc('llan('()Us

— Jones

1198.33
173.01
3

407.04

1] 32.28

302.56
6299.00

operat'-rV labor
Total
iuve.-tment
(duiiars)
Keturn on invef-trn'Tit (per cent)

13.17

Time and Materials Used

in the

$14r.9..j4

777.74
174.93
90.72

Si">.70

1043.30
41 1.42
312.82;

5540.00
1.8

Production of Crops and Livestock

Tables showi-.g the hours of man labor, hours of horse work, and
quantity of fertilizer used for each crop by the farmers who kept the
detailed records have been published in Mississippi Experiment Station
Bulletins 256 and 269.
These bulletins show also the hours of man
labor and the kind and amount of feed used in the production of livestock of each farm.
The records show a wide variation in the use
of labor on crops and livestock, the use of fertilizer and yields of crops
and the amount of feed for production from livestock. Much of this
variation is due to difference in farm practices on different farms.
Cultural practice on cotton is more nearly standardized than on other
crops, but even here there is a wide range in the quantity and kind of
fertilizer and the variety of cotton grown.
For crops such as soybeans
and cowpeas for roughage, which are new to the area and are not
familiar to all farmers, there is little uniformity of practice on different farms and various methods are often followed on the same farm
for different fields or for different years.

The crops with the exception of cotton were used in most cases as
feed for work stock.
Cattle and hogs, until 1928, were pastured on the
open range and little care given to breeding and feeding. Methods of
production under these circumstances are not comparable to those
which must be followed if the livestock are to be profitable under the
In 1928, all the farmpresent situation of farm pastures and feeding.
ers in the county had not adopted new methods to meet the changed
conditions.

The followiEg

tables

show the average amounts
14

of the items of

expense used and the production obtained from crops and livestock,

COTTON YIELD OF LINT PER ACRE. JONES COUNTY. MISSISSI PPI
FROM ESTIMATES OF 9 SOUTH MISSISSIPPI COUNTIES
•^OUNOS

Tlr-s
i'>f

;

j

Fipuip VII.
Tlio
is
doubtless due

more improved

trend luis been upward in col ton yield per acre in Jones County.
>
proper terraciuR-. tlie use of fertilizer and, perhaps, the growing-

t

varieties.

Cotton

The advantages in production and marketing of cotton are such
that on most farms this crop is practically the only source of farm cash
receipts.
Adapted truck crops often find a very poor market and are,
for the most part, grown for use by the farm family.
Such feed crops
as are grown are nearly all needed for work stock, and on most farms
very few animals or livestock products are sold. Under these circumstances farm earnings are dependent on the success of the cotton crop
and on the price received. Cotton production has a large number of
hazards and an ideal farming system even for this section would include some other important source of income, but cotton is, and under
present conditions, will continue to be the pivot of the farming system
in this section.
From 1924 to 1927 yields of cotton in this section
were higher than for any of the five years preceding. The estimated
yield for this section is shown in figure VIL
Since 1927 the yield
has been low.
The profitable farms during the four-year period, 1924
to 1927, were those with the highest acreage in cotton, but with only
average yields of cotton, the need for other sources of income is apparent.

Cotton yields on the farms from which the farm records were obtained were higher than the average for the state in 1927, but these
high yields were obtained only through heavy applications of fertilizer.
In 1927, the average per acre yield of cotton for Mississippi was estimated at 194 pounds of lint cotton and in the same year the average
yield on the farms was 298 and ranged from 167 pounds to 519 pound.s.
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In 1928 the average yield for the state was 176 a^id on 15 farms in thecounty, even with heavy fertilization the average yield was only 1^3pounds per acre, the range being from 62 to 200 pounds.
NCTCOST

U

5
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The yield of liiit por acre lias a stiikj'j^- hifluence on tlie net cost perFiprure YIII.
pound as shown by the results of t'le study in both l?i27 ;j!)d 1!(L'S.
There is more opportunity for the individual farmer to reduce his costs than tiiere is for him to increase theprice of cotton.

The cost of producing a pound of cotton varied as widely as did
the yields and in general the higher yields were accompanied by the
lower cost per pound.
This is illustrated by figure VIII, which shows
the net cost per pound with the yield per acre for the same farms.
The shaded bars represent the yield and the solid bars represent the
On the light soils characteristic of the area
net cost per pound of lint.
good yields are not obtained ordinarily without the addition of phosphates and nitrogen to the soil.
In a normal season the application
of fertilizer will more than repay its cost through increased yields and
it is through the increased yields that economic production is obtained..
But high yields obtained at an abnormally high cost may not result in:
a low cost per pound of cotton.

The records indicate that the farms with high yields generally had
no higher costs per acre for labor and materials than the farms with
low yields. The farm with the highest yield per acre and the lowest,
cost per pound of cotton in 1927 had a gross cost only slightly higher
than the average of all farms, and after a credit for the seed was madethe net cost per acre was less than the average on all farms.
At the
other extreme, one farm with a yield of 418 pounds per acre had abnormally high fertilizer and labor costs which resulted in one of the
highest costs per pound of cotton.
This farmer expended almost double
the average amount of man and horse work and double the average
amount of fertilizer with yields not enough higher than the average
to

justify

this

higher cost.

Table 6 shows the average charge for the items going into the
16

Msn labor was charged at a uniform rate of 15
hour and the cost of the horse work was charged at rates
determined for each farm. The average expenditure for fertilizer
was higher in 1928 than for the previous year, but the ginning cost
which depends on the yield was lower. The charge for the equipment
on these farms was estimated at two cents per hour. In computing
The cost of
these costs no charge v^^as made for the use of the land.
labor and materials alone averaged $35.70 in 1927 and $31.05 in 1928.
Of this the cost of the fertilizer, ginning cost, and a part of the labor
charge represented the cash expenditure of the farmer.
production of cotton.

•cents per

Table 6.

—COTTON:

Cost Per Acre of Labor and Materials

Jonas County, Mississippi

Nuinber

c

n. :u

of

Farms

Year

(Vhir^a- for
niAU lal)or

19

1!'20

1.-1

14.2
10 7

Cost of
fertiliz-

ers

f;irii;t'T

A ores
1027

— 1927-1928

Charge for
Horse work
Dollars
0.4 4

]) )ll,ir.s

IS. 17
ir>.2-<

r).4

5

Dollars
5.3(5
fi.48

Cost,

seed.

Rillllillji-,

of

eiiuiiimeiit

Dollars

Total
cost

i)er

Acre

D

.liars

5 73

35 70

3.S4

31.05

.

.

lint are accompanied by high seed yields which,
the value of seed is deducted from the gross costs, lead to a
In arriving at the cost of producing
lower net cost of the lint per acre.
the lint per pound the value of the seed was deducted from the gross
>cost per acre as shown in table 7.

High yields of

when

With more labor used

crop and higher ginning costs
was somewhat higher than the average
per acre in 1928.
This higher gross cost was balanced by the higher
seed credit for the first year so that the net cost per acre was practically the same although the crop in 1927 was duoble that obtained in
1928.
The net cost per acre for man labor, horse work, equipment
rand materials averaged about $27.00 both years.
With the small yield
in 1928 the net cost per pound averaged more than double that of
in picking the

in 1927 the gross cost per acre

the previous year.
This in itself explains the low earnings on these
farms the second year of the study, and illustrates the hazard of depending on cotton as the sole source of income.
The comparison of the average for the two years bears out the
impression gained from figure VIII; that high yields are necessary to
produce cotton at a low cost, but high yields in themselves do not
necessarily lead to economical production or to larger faim profits.
The acreage that was handled and the cost involved per acre should
be considered with the yield and the cost.

Some

illustrations of the effect of the acreage handled, yield per

and the cost per pound on the profits from the enterprise can
be gained from the farm data given in Mississippi Experiment Station
Bulletins 256 and 269.
The farm which had the highest yield and the
lowest cost per pound in 1927 had a crop of 8.1 acres of cotton which
yielded 519 pounds of lint per acre at a gross cost per acre of $42.31
and a net cost per pound of 4.91 cents. A second farm with a gross
cost per acre $43.23 had a crop of 29.2 acres with a yield of 369
pounds of lint per acre and showed a net cost of 9.23 cents per pound.
Assuming that both crops were sold for 20 cents per pound, approximately the December first price for that year, the first farm would
have a net return of 15.1 cents a pound as compared to 10.8 cents a
acre,
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pound on the second farm. Yet the larger acreage cn the second farmand larger total production of cotton would give a total return over
the producing costs of $1164.00 or almost double the return of $635
on the smaller acreage with higher yield. After allowing a charge
of $5.00 per acre for the use of the land, the second farm would still
have a return of $1018.00 as com_pared to a net return of $595.00 tc
the operator of the smaller crop.
In this illustration the labor and fertilizer costs were practically
the same per acre on both farms and the increase in the total net returns is due to the larger acreage.
But with similar expense there is
no apparent reason why the yield per acre on ine larger acreage should
be less than that on the small acreage.

Where the same acreage is grown on tv.-o farms the one with the
higher yield per acre may make the larger total profit even though the
yield is obtained at a higher cost per pound because the farm with
An
the higher yields would have the larger amount- of cotton for sale.
illustration of this may be drawn from the 1927 records.
One producer who had 9.8 acres of cotton obtained a yield of 252 pounds per
acre at a gross cost per acre less than the average, or $29.13.
His net
acre charge was $23.31 and the cost per pound was 9.25 cents.
Another producer grew 9.6 acres of cotton at a gross cost of $46.80 per
acre, but which yielded 331 pounds of lint.
The net acre cost on this
farm was $35,49 and for each pound of lint was 10.72 cents. At 20
cents per pound the first would have gained 10.75 cents on 2470
pounds or a net of $265.52; the second although gaining only 9.28cents per pound would have this on 3178 pounds, or a total of $294.92..
The land charge in each of these instances would have been about
the same.
Table 7
COTTON: Net Cost Per Acre and Per Pound of Lint

—

Cotton

Gross
cost per

Tear

1927
1928
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farmer

acre

19
15

Acres
14.2
10.7

35.70
31.05

Seed ciedit
p»r acre

Dollars

D:)ll;jrs

8.40
4.08

.Net

pel

cost
a Tie

Dailarp
27. J^©

26.97

Av.

vicld

Av

cost

<.l

lint cot.

lab.

& mat.

per acre

per

pound

Pounds
298
123

Dollare
.09'
.22-

These illustrations show that earnings from the cotton enterprise
be increased through lower per acre costs of producing cotton,
which means a more economical use of the items of cost; by lowering
the cost per pound through larger yields even though it means an increase in the acre cost of production or by an increase in the acreage
handled on the farms.
Man Labor on Cotton
Cotton as it is grown in this area uses a comparatively large
amount of man labor, particularly at chopping and picking time. This
heavy demand on the operator's time for chopping and picking limits
It has
the acreage that can be handled with a given labor supply.
been shown that 44 per cent of the total labor on these farms and
two-thirds of the labor on owned crops was on cotton during the yearsof the study.
In 1927 the amount of labor on an acre of cotton averaged 121.1 man hours and even with the light crop of 1928 an average
of 101.9 hours was used per acre.
Table 8 shows the distribution of this labor to the different opera-

may

;
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Land preparation averagetl
in preducing the crop.
1927, but the unfavorable season in 1928 caused the repetition of much of the early work and 10.0 man hours were used in
Picking cotton required almost 50
[preparing an acre for planting.
This and chopping the cotton,
per cent of the total labor in 1927.
The
'which is another time-consuming operation, is all hand labor.
lamount of time required for picking depends somewhat on the yield
obtained; yet there is so much variation in the rate at which the different workers pick cotton that the records show no consistent relaWith the
tion between the yield and the time required for picking.
good yields obtained in 1927 the pounds of lint cotton picked per hour
ranged from 2.5 up to 10.0 pounds.
performed

tions
7.6

hours

in

With the light yields of the second year the range was from 2.2
pounds per hoar. Much of this variation is undoubtedly due
employment of women and children for picking cotton on some
The same explanation can be given for the variations
of the farm.s.

to 7.8
to the
in

of

In estimating costs the labor
the labor of chopping and hoeing.
women and children was charged at the same rate as the labor of

others.

The labor of preparing the land depends on the number as well as
the kind of operations performed.
The usual operations are breaking
early in the season, bedding and^ fertilizing, followed by harrowing and
planting,
The least labor was used on those farms where the field
was bedded without previous breaking of the ground and where two
horses were used in seed bed preparation.
Hauling and applying fertilizer required as much as 12 hours per
most cases these operations required 3 to 5 hours. Harrowing and planting required about the same amount of time, with some-

acre, but in

what

less variation.

Cultivation is done entirely with one-horse implements, although
two-horse cultivators could be used on the larger and more level fields.
This sugests a possibility of reducing the amount of man labor used in
cultivation by replacing the one-horse with two-horse cultivators.
With
this change in practice the average of 18 hours per acre for cultivation could be reduced by approximately one-half on the farms where
the fields are comparatively large and level.

Some saving

made even on

the smaller fields and
The range in the amount of labor
used in cultivating cotton was from 10 to 30 hours and depended on
the number of cultivations given as well as on the rapidity of the work..
in

time could be

those with narrow terrace rows.

Some

of the farms used twice as much labor on cotton as did
The type of soil and the prevalence of weeds in the fields
required more labor on some than on other farms and the time of
ethers.

performing the operations and the seasonal conditions of 1928 also

af-^

fected the labor necessary.
A large amount of labor spent in developing the seed bed may reduce the later work of cultivating and hoeing,
and with careful or thick planting the need for replanting may be
avoided.
Fields on hillsides may require more time for cultivation:
than those on level land where there is less danger from erosion.
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Table

8.

COTTON:

Man Labor and Ho-re Work Per Acre by Operations
Jones County,

Mississiippi

Item

Number
Acres

of

per

farms
farm

1

Mar.

lal)or

Land preparation
Haul and applv fertilizer
Harrow and Plant

.f)

10.7

work

Hours

Man labor

Horse wjrk

Hours

Hours

7.6
3.9
3.9

10. .5
2.6
3.9

10.0
5.8

18.3
4.4

20.1
31.5
28.3

20.2

and chop
and haul to gin

18.2
18.1
69.4

Total

121.1

39.7

101.9

47.0

CultivLite

Hof

1

Hors^'

Hours

i'ick

U

14.:!

15.9
4.3
4.7

4.6

1.9

The season in which the work on cotton and other crops is done
is shown in figure IX.
On these farms some land was plowed early
in February and bedded just previous to planting.
Fertilizing, harrowing and planting is completed by the latter part of May, whiie
hoeing, chopping and cultivating continues until the latter part of July.

This
in

is

Picking and hauling

the farmers' busiest season.

is

'

-

i

.

usually done^

September or October.

The horse work on cotton averaged 39.7 hours in 1927 and 47.0
As a general rule the farms with the high man labor
requirements also used more than the average amount of horse work.
Two-horse plows were used in preparing the seed bed on some of the
The
farms, but the work of cultivation was with one-horse units.
factors which tend to increase the necessary amount of man labor on
cotton also tend to increase the amount of the horse work required
where one-horse implements are commonly used.

i

hours in 1928.

i

Fertilizer on Cotton

As the

the largest single item of cash expense on most'
of the farms there is a temptation to use an amount too small or ai
grade of fertilizer too low to obtain the best results. General recommendations for this area are for the use of 500 to 600 pounds of ai
fertilizer equivalent in composition to a 4-8-4 mixture, (see footnote)
yet only one operator on the route used more than 500 pounds of
fertilizer on his cotton.
The average amount of fertilizer used is
shown in table 9. In 1927 the highest yield was obtained with an
application of 100 pounds of nitrate of soda, 100 pounds of superphosphate and 100 pounds of kainit per acre. Another faim with economical production of cotton applied fertilizer at the rate of 200
pounds of superphosphate, 100 pounds of cottonseed meal and 125
pounds of calcium cyanamid. On another farm good results were obOnly one
tained from the use of 309 pounds of nitrate of soda alone.

farmer

in

fertilizer

is

1927 used no

fertilizer at all.

In 1928 the highest yield was obtained from an application of 100
pounds of nitrate of soda, 223 pounds of superphosphate and 60
pounds of kainit. Nearly all of the fertilizers used consisted of ni-
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SEASON AT WHICH WORK WAS REPORTED ON CROPS
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT.

COTTON

NOV DEC.

LAND PREPARATI0^4
APPLY FERTILIZER

HARROW AND PLANT
CHOP AND HOE
CULTIVATE
,PICK

AND HAUL

CORN
LAND PREPARATION
HARROW AND PLANT
CULTIVATE
PULL AND HAUL

OATS
SPRING SEEDING

-

-

FERT ILIZE

CUT
FALL SEEDIN G

COWPEAS
PREPARE LAN D
PLANT

-

CULTIVATE
PICK

CUT

- -

SOY BEANS
PREPARE LAND
PLANT
CULTIVATE
CUT

SWEET POTATOES
BED SEED

PREPARE LAND
TRANSPLANT
CULTIVATE AND HOE
DIG

SUGAR CANE
f^LANT

CULTIVATE AND HOE

STRlPANDHAUL

--
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The selection of crops such that several do
Fierure IX.
eame season constitutes a real problem for the faim operator.
aid

in

trates

not

A

need

attention

at

ihe^

chart such as this should*,

planning the cropping system.

and phosphates and many contained some potash.
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The most

'Common formula for the mixed
Tab'e 9

fertilizers used

COTTON:
—
Numbt^r

Used Per Acre
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Corn
Corn is next in importance to -cotton on the farms in this section
and although not grown for a cash crop it is the principal source of
The acieage of corn averaged only 9.8 acres per farm in
feed grain.
1927 and 7.01 acres on the farms the second year. The smallest acreage on any farm in 1927 was 3.9 acres while the largest acreage of
dwner's corn was 24.0 acres.
Most of the faimers grew between 8
and 14 acres of corn. As a rule the grain produced is little more thaii
isufficient for the needs of the work stock and little is left for the
Yields of corn in this section
feeding of the other classes of livestock.
are generally low unless the land is fertilized and although corn does
not respond as readily to fertilizer as does cotton, yet with a reasonable application of fertilizer, 30 bushels per acre can be expected.
In-i
creases in the number of livestock on the farms will require a larger
production of feed and corn is the most dependable grain crop for
the section.

The cash

costs per acre are less for corn than for cotton.
Less
used and there are no cash charges connected with the
harvest of corn.
Even with no land charge and with labor charged at
15 cents per hour, the average cost of labor, horse work, fertilizer and
equipment used in the production of corn in 1927 amounted to 69 cents
per bushel and in 1928 to 76 cents per bushel.
The yield was practically the same each year although more fertilizer was used on the farms
in 1928 and, as shown in table 10, the per acre and per bushel costs
fertilizer

is

were somewhat higher.
Table 10.

—CORN:

Cost Per Acre and Per Bushel of Labor and Materials

Jones County,

Mississippi

Seed

Ac-res
I)er

Year

farm

1027
1028

9.8
7.0

Man

Horse

Fertili
Zeis

labor

work

J)olIars

Dollars

Dollar s

G.34

5.54

2.-i(j

7.0.-)

.o.2«

4.0 5

&

niacliinerv
f-harijes

Dollars
1.01
1.17

Gross
cost
per acre

Dollars

15.75
17.53

Yield
per

Cost

acre

busnel

per

Bushels
2 2.50

Dollars
.69

23.20

.7 6

The yield per acre ranged from 11 bushels to 51 bushels per acre
1927 and from 9 to 48 bushels per acre in 1928. The variation
is due to differences in the condition and the fertility of the soil, the
addition of fertilizers, and to the care of the crop.
There is doubtless
a tendency to neglect the corn crop and work the cotton at times when
both are needing attention.
It may be said that on most of the farms in the county corn can
Jiot be grown without the use of fertilizer.
It may also be said that
in

NOTE:
;nitrogeii,

Throus-hout this
phosphorous, potash.

bulletin,

fertilizer

formulas

will

be

stated

in

the

order:
,
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adequate caltural practices should follow, if the value of fertilizer i'-For instance, one farm in 1927 applied
te be regained in the crop.
fertilizer valued at $8.72 per acre, used more than the average amount
of labor and made 51 bushels of corn per acre at a cost of 51 cents
Another farm on which the value
per bushel for labor and materials.
of the fertilizer applied was $8.31, but on which little labor was spent
in preparing the land for the crop or in cultivating obtained only 16.5
Other inbushels of corn per acre at a cost of 85 cents per bushel.
stances could be cited in which a great amount of man labor was spent
The adon the crop with small returns because of low soil fertility.
dition of fertilizer would have increased the chances of obtaining a
good yield and favorable returns for the labor and other items expended.
Man Labor on Corn
On the average, 42.2 hours of man labor were used in producing
an acre of corn, making 22.5 bushels in 1927 and 47.0 hours were used

The amount of man labor is given
for a yield of 23.2 bushels in 1928.
by operations in table 11. The operations which require the greatest
amount of time were cultivating, land preparation for planting and
pulling and hauling.
The most common method of preparing the seed bed was by breaking early in the year, bedding and harrowing.
On some farms the land
was disced before or after breaking. Those farms on which all of these
operations were performed had a high use of labor.
On other farms
some labor was saved by omitting one or more of these operations.
Where the corn land was broken and later bedded the man labor of
preparing the land amounted to 15 or 20 hours per acre, but on farms
where the land was bedded without breaking or was broken and not
bedded the labor of preparing the land was much less, amounting to 8
to 12 hours per acre.
One operator planting in a center furrow with
neither breaking nor bedding used only 5 hours per acre in preparation
for planting.
The yield obtained on this farm was the lowest of all on
the route.
The number and type

of operations necessary for properly fitting
for planting will depend on the condition of the soil, the
amount of weeds and trash, and the preceding crop. It seems likely
that, with clean cultivation on preceding crops, one of the operations,,
either breaking or bedding, may under ordinary conditions be dispensed with.
The fields should be put in good tilth before planting even
though more labor is required or, as in the case cited above, low yields
will probably be obtained.

the

soil

Cultivation of corn accounted for approximately one-third of the
on the crop and as cotton requires cultivation at the same
time there is a likelihood that corn will be neglected in favor of the
cash crop.
The cultivation was done with one-horse cultivators which
requires as many hours of man labor as of horse work.
On some of the
farms there is an opportunity to reduce the time of corn cultivation
through the use of two-horse cultivators. As this conflict with cotton
is one limit to the corn acreage a means of reducing the labor of cultivation by one-half would permit an increase in the corn crop on many
farms.
total labor

Pulling and hauling requires about one-fifth of the total labor
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corn; and although the season when this is done is not a particularlybusy one, still some time could be saved by combining the work of
pulling and hauling, rather than by pulling and piling the corn in the
field and hauling later.
Figure IX shows the seasonal distribution of labor on corn. After
the preparation of the land the range in dates of planting is from March
Cultivation com.es at the season of cultivation and hoeing
15 to June 1.
cotton.
Corn is generally harvested after the cotton crop is cared for.
The horse work on com averaged 36.8 hours per acre in 1927 and
45.5 hours in 1928.
For 1928 the use of horse work on corn ranged
from 23 to 87 hours. Most of the horse work was used in preparation
The use of two-horse
of the land for planting and in cultivation.
Implements for these operations would not materially increase the hours
In 1927
of horse work needed although the man hours would be less.
one farmer used a tractor in the preparation of his land and a number
used trucks for hauling.
Fertilizer on

Xorn

As with

cotton, the cost of fertilizer is the largest cash item in
producing corn. The cost of fertilizers used per acre on corn in 1927
average $2.86 and on one farm the cost of fertilizer was $8.72. All
except four of the 19 farms used fertilizer on corn.
In 1928 all farms
but one applied fertilizer to corn and the average cost per acre was
Nitrate of soda and superphosphate aie the fertilizers com$4.05.
monly used although some farmers applied a mixed fertilizer and in
1927 cottonseed meal was used on a number of farms. Quick acting
fertilizers are not as essential for corn as for cotton; and good results with corn may be obtained from the use of manure or cottonseed
meal.
Farmers with livestock would find feeding the cottonseed meal
and applying the manure, to be a more profitable practice than to apply the cottonseed meal directly to the crop.
Table 12 shows the
average amounts of fertilizer used on com for the two years of the
study.
The liberal applications of fertilizer on a number of these
farms doubtless accounts for yields above the average for the section.
The fact that good yields of corn are obtained without fertilizer on the
more fertile bottom land or on land that has been previously fertilized
heavily should not be interpreted to mean that fertilizer on corn may
be dispensed with.
Heavy applications of fertilizer alone are not enough to insure
good corn crops. Corn land on which fertilizer has been applied should
be well cultivated to give the crop the best opportunity for growth.
Soybeans, cowpeas, or oats planted late with the corn will make use
of the residual fertility.
Table 11.
CORN: Man Labor and Horse Work Used Per Acre——Jones County MississiDSJi
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Ki:n^)>^r
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Hours

1!>

15

9.8
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2 3.2

7.0

Horse

work

Yi: in
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Hours

Hours
11.2
3.2

Hor.'i.^

work

Hours

Li:'.d

preparation

9.2

14.6

Hjm!

and apply fertilizer
and plant

2.7

l.S
2.6

13.6

13.7

4.5
9.7

15.1
4.1

4.6

«.3

5.0

42.2

36.8

47.0

45.5

Hirrow

Cultivate

H)e
Pull and haul

...

Total
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5.1

17.7
2.6
4.9

15.3

Table 12.

—CORN!:

Seed and Fertilizer Used Per Acre

— Jones

County, Mississippi

Ferti !izer

Number
of

Year

farms

Acres
per
farm

Yield
per
acre
Bii.

1927
1928

19
15

9.8
7.0

22.5
23.2

Seed

Lbs
7.8
6.9

Super- Nitrate
phosof
soda
phate

Lbs
77
84

Barnyard

Cotton
seed

meal

Other

Total

manure

Lbs
49

Lbs
39

Lbs

100

4

Lbs
17U
223

.03
.01

5

35

Tons

Good yields of corn are probably more difficult to obtain than are
Fortunately, land which gives best results for
"d yields of cotton.
By planting the low and
:n is often not well adapted to cotton.
};.ore fertile fields to corn and fertilizing when needed, profitable yields
Few farms grow sufficient grain for the
CI corn may be obtained.
livestock now carried and means of economically increasing the production of corn on these farms should be reflected in more profitable
livestock enterprises.

Hay
Crops other than cotton and corn have a place of minor importance
Oats is the only small grain
in the farming system of Jones County.
seeded and on the 34 farm records only one oat crop was cut for grain.
Fall seeded oats, pastured during the winter and cut for hay the following summer is the principal, and probably the most dependable hay
crop.
Other crops grown and cut for hay are cowpeas and soybeans
either planted in drills or sowed broadcast.
A greater use of these
legumes would provide a means of improving the common cropping
system.
Other crops grown for hay were lespedeza and mixtures of
soybeans or cowpeas with sorghum.
In 1927 records of hay production were obtained on 12 of the 19
farms, but some farmers with small acreage did not keep complete records of the crops.
In 1928 records on hay production were obtained
on only 7 of 15 farms.
On some farms no hay was produced.
The difficulty of curing hay and the long growing season which
leads farmers to depend on pasture for practically the entire year
are probably responsible for the small hay acreage, but from the standpoint of producing feed for livestock and improving the soil, more hay,
particularly legumes and cover crops used for hay or pasture, is needed.
Table 13 shows the possibility of producing hay in this section
End although the records for 1927 indicate a high cost per ton, still the
greater part of this charge is for man labor and horse work.
Some
of the soybean crops were feitilized as were also two crops of oat
hay and one crop of cowpeas. Seed is the largest item of cash outlay.
Of the four crops of cowpeas, some seed was gathered from three
of the crops, in one case amounting in value to $12.17 per acre.
This
seed, which was gathered by hand, increased the charge for man labor;
but the value of the seed undoubtedly helped in reducing the computed
cost per ton of hay.
Two of the cowpea crops were drilled and cultivated; the other two were sown broadcast.
All of the soybean fields
were drilled and cultivated. In 1927 the oat crops averaged only .39
tons of hay per acre, but in 1928 the average yield was .99 tons per
acre, and in this year the computed cost was less than half of that

for 1927.

Less labor

is

required for oat hay than for soybeans or cowpeas^
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Table 14 shows the labor on these hay crops by operations. The methods of handling hay crops differ on different farms and the average
of so small a number of records cannot be used as a guide in planning
The labor necessary to prepare the land was
production requirements.
Less labor
practically the same for all crops whether oats or legumes.
is used on the average in broadcasting oats than in planting peas or
soybeans, yet one crop of cowpeas seeded broadcast required only 1.5
hours per acre.
The cowpea crops which were cultivated Required 3.3
to 3.4 hours per acre for this operation which is practically the same as
the time for cultivating the soybean crops except that on one soybetn
hay crop 22.6 hours were expended in cultivation alone. Less labor
is required in harvesting oat hay than for cowpeas, soybeans or mixtures of these; as the legumes must be cured on racks or tripods.
Tab!e

—HAY:

13

Cost

Per Acre and

Item

(

Number

of crops
per farm
material charge per acre
.^eed credit
(dol)
Yield per acre (Tons)
Cost per ton (Dollars)
..

Table 14
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Jones County
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Mississippi
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3

5.0

7.4

9.3
3.0

1.5

8.1
5.1
1.1
6.6
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34.0
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7.1

2 8

5.2

3.3

— (hours)
Land preparation

11.6

Plant

6.0

Fertilize

Han-est

Haul
Tield

Total hours per acre
per acre (Tons)

Table
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Horse
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'.J

1.01
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farms
Acres per farm
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Plant
of

Cultivate
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1.6
.4

.1

County.
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Mississippi
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4
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.74
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4

3
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5.0

7.4
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1 5

3.0
1.3

21.5

14.1

5^3

11.8

Haul
Total horse work
Tield per acre (Tons)

11.0
5.2
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1.21

Operations—-Jones
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4

2.0

4
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12.03

23 3 3

1.21
1 4

Oats
crops

of

per
labor

3
7.4

4

16 26

Item
Acres

Other mixed

(),ts

2.0

3 3
(d..l)

-1927

Mississippi

S'-ivbeans

4

Acres

Labor

Per

o\\ i>ea>

3.3
4
1

'

'

1

34.7

')

1

21

'

'

'.30

.74

The yield of hay from cowpeas ranged from .66 to 1.48 tons in
1927.
Soybeans yielded from .70 to 1.75 tons per acre. The oat yield
ranged from .30 of one ton to .46 in 1927, but the next year ranged
from .53 to 1.54 tons per acre. One crop of lespedeza in 1928 yielded
1.5 tons per acre and, including 8 hours per acre clipping weeds, required only 29 man hours of labor per *ton for cutting and baling the
crop.
This crop of lespedeza was the most profitable of all hay crops
for the two years, buc such yields occur only on moist lands or during

wet seasons.
The large amount of m.an labor used

in producing hay and the
small yields are the chief reason for the apparent high cost of hay per
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Usually the acreagre of hay

is too small to justify the use of
or labor saving- machinery and often the fields are
small and irregular so that machinery cannot be used to advantage.
•Some labor was saved on cowpeas by sowing them broadcast, but
v hether or not this is a practical way to seed will depend on the condition of the soil and the prevalence of weeds.
It seems probable that
drilling and cultivating soybeans and cowpeas reduces the risk of losing the crop and reduces the ameunt of seed required.

ton.

much horse-drawn

Table 15 shows the amount of horse work on hay. The demand
work comes principally at the time of preparing the land,
and seeding and again at harvest time.
In considering the possibility of increasing the acreage of hay,
factors other than the labor and materials expended and the tonnage
obtained should be considered.
Oats not only provide winter pasture,
but serve as a cover crop in retaining residual fertility in the soil.
The legumes improve the fertility of the soil and their effect on the
following crop should be considered.
Lastly, with a liberal allowance
of good roughage to vi/^ork stock and cattle, some saving in grain to
vvorkstock should be effected and the way opened for an increased
production of livestock products for sale.
for horse

Sweet Potatoes
Sweet potatoes were grown on all of the farms., but of the cooperating farmers only 9 in 1927 and 5 in 1928 kept records in detail
of their sweet potato crop. Because of the high yield per acre, sweet
potatoes are an important crop in the area even though the acreage
|)er farm is small.
With this crop, the expenses for fertilizer and seed
constitute a small part of the total charge for production, man labor
and horse work being the important items of cost.
Table 16 shows the average value of the items per acre on the
farms keeping records in the two years. The charges for man labor
and horse work amounted to 75 per cent of the total labor and material charges.
There is a wide range in the yields and in the charges
per acre, but high chai ges are not always associated with high yields.
These variations give a range in cost per bushel of 20 to 55 cents in
1927 and from 27 to 76 cents per bushel in 1928. These costs do not
include charges for the use of the land or for marketing.

Some fertilizer was applied on all except one field in each year.
In 1928 one farm on which fertilizer valued at $18.69 was applied per
acre obtained an acre yield of 283 bushels of potatoes.
Another with
no fertilizer obtained a yield of 185 bushels per acre. On most of
the fields, fertilizer is needed to obtain good yields and a high per
cent of marketable potatoes.
Table 16
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Table 17.

— Sweet

Potatoes.

Man Labor and Hers:e Work Per Acre by Operations
Jones

County,
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Table 17 shows the use of man labor and horse work by operations
There is a wide variation in the amount of labor expanded, depending on the condition of the soil and the amount of hand labor
used, yet the average amount of labor expended each year up untif
harvest time was practically the same both years.
For sweet potatoes
the land is carefully prepared and bedded, requiring about 2.5 days
of man labor and horse work per acre.
Transplanting the slips requires approximately 2.5 days more of man labor.
Digging is usually
done largely by plowing out and picking up by hand and requires approximately 50 per cent of the total amount of labor on sweet potatoes.
The fields on which the records were obtained varied in size from a
quarter of an acre to two acres.
Smaller crops of potatoes, grown on
other farms, were not included in the table, but were lumped with thetruck and garden crops.
Figure IX shows the season of the year during which the labor on
The conflict of the labor with cotton and the
sweet potatoes is done.
limited market for the product tends to restrict the acreage in potatoes.
It is very doubtful if the small acreages grown would justify
the use of more labor saving machinery on these fdnis.

on

this crop.

Sugar Cane

A number

of the farmers of the route grew som.e cane for syrup,
and while much of this is used in the home, a surplus for sale was produced on a few of the farms. Land suited to the production of cane
is limited, and the crop demands heavy expenditures of labor and fertilizer.
Sugar cane is usually grown on low and fertile plots of ground
and although the expenses of growing the crop and making syrup are
heavy, the acre yield and value of the product make this a profitable
enterprise where the land is suited to the crop.

Records were obtained on 6 crops in 1927 and on 4 in 1928. These
In addition
all small plots averaging about one-half acre in size.
The average
to having select soil the crops w^ere fertilized heavily.
value of the fertilizer used per acre amounted to $11.79 in 1927 and to
The value of the seed cane planted and a small charge
$5.24 in 1928.
for the use of machinery averaged $33.36 per acre in 1928 and not
The charge made for the seed cane is
all of the fields were seeded.
approximately one-half of the cost of actually planting an acre as in
this section two crops from one planting are expected. The crop should
be credited with the cane used for the next year's crop which was valued
Growers of cane have the alat $28.10 in 1927 and $34.59 in 1928.

were
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ternative of making the crop into syrup or of disposing of a part of
the crop as seed cane for the next year's planting.
Table 18 shows the hours of man labor and horse work that were
used per acre on the cane grown. This does not include the labor of
making the syrup which was estimated in the first progress report as
about one-half hour for each gallon of syrup. Where the syrup is
made on the toll basis, one-fourth of the syrup is given for the making.
Tcb

18.
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Truck for hauling- 11.5 hours more
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The cane is cultivated very intensively. An average of 192 hours
of man labor and 219 hours of horse work per acre were used in growing and hauling an acre of the crop. The time required for land preparation and planting

and of course

least

is

greatest

when

when a

the cane

is

large part of the plot

grown from the

is

planted

stubble.

labor of cultivation and hoeing varies with the condition of the

the season and the amount of hand work done.
labor of stripping was as

much

in.

some cases the

as one-half of the labor on the crop.

The syrup obtained averaged 110
gallons

In

The
soil,

gallons per acre in 1927 and 120

1923, with the yield in 1927 varying from 65 to 310 gallons

per acre.
Miscellaneous Truck and Gardens
few of the farmers grew truck crops for sale, and all reported
gardens and truck crops for the use of the farm family. Some sales
•were made from the truck and gardens on nearly all of the farms and in
a few cases the sales exceeded the labor and material cost expended.
The quantity of the produce obtained was not estimated, but it was

A

a very important contribution to the family living.
Truck crops, such as tomatoes, cabbage, string beans watermelons,
canteloupes, potatoes and strawberries were grown for sale on a few
farms, but with limited local markets and no system of reaching outside
markets, the production of these crops is limited by the local demand
and returns are uncertain. In 1927 some string beans were marketed
outside the local area, but the returns were not such as to encourage

the enterpiise.
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Work

Stock

Although much of the field work on south Mississippi farms is
jdone with one animal, still there is enoygh work such as hauling and
land preparation for which two are used that this is the number kept
on most of the farms. Those farmers who operate a part of the land
with cropper labor must have work animals for the cropper employed.
On some of the small farms only one animal is kept.
On the average there were 16 crop acres for each head of work
stock but for the two years' records the crop acres varied per head from
7.5 acres to 28 acres on different farms.
On some farms the acreage
cultivated with one animal was as much as that cultivated by two head
of work stock on others, but the number of crop acres does not indicate accurately the use made of work stock as some operators did outside hauling or other work off the farm with their teams.

Even with the small number of animals kept the cost of mainwork stock is oi\o of the heaviest items of expense of these
Table 19 shows the cost of keeping the work stock per head
1927 and in 1928. Feed which was charged at current prices makes

taining
farms.
in

up three-fourths of the total and, including a charge for pasture on
cultivated fields, averaged $70.90 in 1927 and $73.68 per head in
1928.
The value of feed per head on one farm was as low as $46.10
and as high as $100.80 on another with the feed cost on other farms
varying all the way between these extremes. "Other costs" include
charges for man labor, interest on investment, taxes and cost for the
replacement of animals. As the work stock was on pasture a small
.

part of the year, the feed cost per head varied less than did the hours
of work obtained from each animal.
The relation of the number of
hours worked and the cost for each hour of work is show^n in figure X,
and while in general the computed cost per hour is less on farms where
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the horses were worked the most hours, there are numerous exceptions
Stock which were kept up and fed grain whether
to the general rule.
they were worked or not show high costs of feed for the amount of
work done. In 1928 the farm with the second highest feed cost workBut
ed the animals fewer hours than any other farm on the route.
on other farms where the grain feed was reduced or the animals put
on pasture when they were idle the cost per hour of horse work is not
high even though the animals may not have been worked a large part
of the time.
Table 19.
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man labor, cotton consumes most of the horse work on crops.
More crops on which hone
of the section consisted of cotton.
for man labor vshould be found profitable if there was a mai'iiet
Livestotk is a possibility for providing such a market.
A<*

Khare

with

crops

work could be eubstituted
foi

such

cropfs.

Feed for horses consisted almost entirely of corn and some land
Table 20 shows the average amount of feed given per
cf mixed hay.
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In 1927 only three of the 19 farms fed any
grain other than corn, the quantity of concentrates varying from 36
to 70 bushels per head and the roughage varying from .3 of a ton to 2.2
tons per head.
The average amount of feed on the 15 farms in 1928
was practically the same as for the preceding year, but the variation
in quantities fed on different farms was greater.
A number of the
farme-rs supplemented the corn with oats or mill feed, the total pounds
of concentrates varying from 1712 to 5338 pounds and the quantity
of hay varying from none to 2.2 tons per head.
Reduction in the cost of horse work may be effected in one of
two ways: by more economical feeding or by adjusting the number of
stock to the amount of work to be done.
On some farms more liberal
feeding of roughages would give an opportunity to reduce the grain
feed when the animals were idle.
Improved pastures for use of work
stock when not working would also help to reduce the amount of feed
given.
Few of the farms have more work stock than necessary, but few
use their full horse power at any time except a short season of the
Figure XI shows the proportion of horse work used on different
year.
With most of the horse work on cotton or on share
crops in 1928.
crops which are largely cotton it seems that an increase in crops using
work at different seasons of the year would enable more nearly complete use of the time of work stock.
Farms operated by one man
usually have two head of work stock, but in cultivating with one-horse
cultivators only one head can be used, without an additional hand.
The
use of two-horse implements if the man labor saved were used to in-

head for the two years.

HOURS OF HORSE WORK BY WEEKS
ONE JONES CO. FARM. 1927

d'\siral)l!^
to keep work animals profitably employed at
is
Althoii<il) it
Tifiiure XII.
There are sure to he idle days for work animals on
all tim?s, this is ngt always pos^i!)l>-.
be saved at such times,
With i^ood })astures, all <irain
eve!' tho l)c;t mina:ved farms.

may

and part

of tae grain ration

may be

saved even with no pasture.
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crease the acreage of crops would permit greater use of liorse power
to reduce the cost of work per unit.
Figure XII shows the distribution of horse work by weeks on a
farm with two horses and growing crops typical of farms in this sectioii.

and serve

Milk Cows

cow and production from dairy cattls
The first
do not represent present normal conditions for the area.
year of the study the cows we:e on open range for 8 or 9 months of
the year and although kept under fence in 1928 the pastures were nadeveioped and no measure of the value of pasture is available. With
few exceptions, cows were kept to produce milk and butter for home
Little interest is takea
use only and they received little attention.
in breeding or feeding and although a few cooperators who took an
interest in their herds realized substantial profits, yet the records cannot be used to indicate the possibilities for dairy production in the area.
For the most part, the production per cow and the butterfat content of
the milk was estimated.
In 1927 when the cows were on the woods range an average of
two cows were kept per farm, the number ranging from 1 to 5. The
production of butterfat on these farms varied from 75 to 225 pounds of
Table 21 shows the
butterfat per cow with an average of 107 pounds.
quantity of feed used per head and the production obtained in the two
Cottonseed meal makes up the basis of the dairy
years of the study.
ration, and on many farms cottonseed meal is the only concentrate
fed.
About one-half of the herds were fed some corn. As a general
rule, little roughage is fed to cattle, the average quantity being only
520 pounds per head in 1927 and 360 in 1928. A few herds receive*!
no roughage at all and others were given a small amount of hay or
cottonseed hulls.
The records

Table

of feed used per

21.— Milk Cows:

Feed

CVincPi itiates

Cowis

Year

1927
3.928

Used
per

Per

—

Jones County,

Mississiopi

RoughaKe per head

Cot t.'11-

Cotton-

I'd-

secd

Cotton

f;:rm

meal

seed

Corn

Other

Lbs
438

I.hs

Lbs

68

355

39

195
166

Lbs
49
92

2.2
2^1

Head

liead

1
Pa:tjre for 192 7
the remainder of the time.

is

seed

Total

IL;y

hulk

Total

1/

Lbs

Lbs

Lhs

Lbs

D'Aye

750

420
220

100
140

520
360

65 2

108
346

Animals were on open rjmgtf
days on field following haivest.
Pasture for 1928 is dajs on fenced grass areas and fieldl&

With the enforcement of the fencing law and the eradication of
the Texas fever tick, the improvement of dairying will be possible.
With some care, dairying may become an important source of income
on these farms and the records indicate the need for advancement alongthe following lines: improvement in stock, development of pastures and
hay crops, and better feeding and herd management.
The stock now on the farms is small; mature cows weighing frona
450 to 650 pounds. Good production will be attained by building up
the quality of cows through the use of good sires and through feeding:
the growing heifers to attain their full growth.
Native pastures do not
provide the quantity or the necessary elements for a heavy milk
flow and. must be improved by introducing such pasture plants as carpet
grass, bermuda and lespedeza.
Some high grade roughage as soybeas
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or cowpea hay to supplement the pastures should be provided and this
in turn supplemented with cover crops and intertilled crops for pasture.
Wherever possible the addition of corn should improve the
ration and allow a better use of the cottonseed meal and roughages.
The feed requirements for production suggested in Mississippi Station
Bulletin 259 will be applicable to this section as well as to the Short
Leaf Pine sections of the State.

The present lack of marketing facilities will hinder the development of the dairy enterprise and for most farmers in the county the
distance to Laurel is too great to justify the hauling of cream from
a few cows. Until nearer stations are established a plan whereby a
number of farmers may haul the cream by turns for the neighborhood
offers one solution of the marketing problem.
A plan of marketing
cream would work well with a similar plan for marketing the surplus
of family gardens or small areas of truck.

Poultry
Poultry like dairy cows are kept primarily for home use ana the
production of the flocks as shown by these records is largely an estimate. There were enough instances of successful poultry flocks, however, to show that this enterprise could be a profitable one on these
farms when expanded to provide a surplus of eggs and poultry for
sale.
The size of the farm flocks varied from 15 to 137 hens in 1927
and from 20 to 125 in 1928. The averages for the respective years
being 53 and 55 hens.
Only one flock in 1927 had more than 100
hens whereas 3 of the 15 flocks were larger than 100 hens in 1928.

There is as wide a variation in the amount of feed and care given
as there is in the size of the flock and on most farms no particular
effort was made to obtain high production.
The quantity of feed used
on the average and the production obtained for the two years are given
in table 22.
More grain was reported fed in 1927, yet the production
was less than in the following year. The amount of feed used per
head was greater on those farms with a large production of meat than
on those where eggs were the most important product. Of the three
larger flocks in 1928, one produced 50 eggs and 7.4 pounds of meat
per head, a second produced 54 eggs and 9.0 pounds of meat per head,
and the third produced 128 eggs and only 1.28 pounds of meat per
head.
One farm producing meat and the one farm producing eggs
showed a greater profit per hen above feed and labor cost than other
flocks on the route.
Those three flocks were easily the most profitable for although a few small flocks showed more profit per hen
that! one of the three, yet the total net returns were less than those
from the larger flocks. Each of these three flocks was given mora
mill feed than the other flocks and two were fed more grain than were
a«iy others.
Table 22.

— POULTRY:

Feed and Labor Used Per Head and Production Obtained
Jones County, Mississippi
Production per head

Number
of

Year

farms

Poultrj'

rm

Number
9

r> ?,

15

5o

1

1928

^[ent

other
or lin

Pounds

I'ounds

per
f .1

Numoer

Feed per head
Corn &

Pounds
11

66

3.9

34

24

Man

Mill
feeds

5

labor
per

head

Pounds
44
29

Hours
1.1

1.3

The income from poultry on most of the farms could have been
increased through an improvement in stock and better feeding and
handling- practices.
The flocks on the route received some skimmilk,
kitchen refuse and vegetables not included in the table and where a
flock of 100 or more hens is kept it would be desirable to have skimmilk to supply the necessary animal protein.
A small increase in the
number of cows and an increase in poultry to make use of skimmilk
would help greatly in providing a balanced business on these farms.
Table 23.

— HOGS:

Feed and Labor Used Per 100 Pounds
Jones County, Mississippi

of

Dressed Pork

Ff-ed used

Dressed
pork per

Farms

Year
lf)27

1/

Ear

Other

farm

corn

feed

Lbs

Lbs
60 H

Lbs

17

704

If)

581

Open range and

Value

fields

Total

feed

Lbs

Dollars

664
24!)
in

1927.

of

9.13
12.51

1/
Value of
pasture
Dollars
.61
1.13

Fenced enclosures and

fields

Co.stof
lbs.

labor

Hours
15
13
in

100

dressed
por.k:

Dollars

12.05
I

.

"

19:26.

Pork
The recent changes in the fencing law have forced chant?es in
methods of pork production so that, like the records of dairying, those
of pork production were not obtained under conditions which make
the results applicable to present farming systems.
But like the other
livestock enterprises hogs are grown primarily for family use.
The
hogs in 1927 were produced on the open range, and although the ho2:s
in 1928 were produced under fence the type of hogs was the same
in most cases as that of the preceding year and the records emphasize
the need for an improvement in the quality of hogs if pork production
be profitable.
table 23 is shown the average production of pork and the
Quantity of feed used for each hundred weight of pork for the two
y9ars. In 1927 two of the farms on which records were kept had no hogs,
vnd no farm in either year produced more than 2000 pounds of pork.
Although one farm produced only 100 pounds of pork from 104 bushels
of corn due to a cholera outbreak, the average amount of corn for
each 100 pounds of pork was less in 1927 than in 1928. The amount
of feed required varied widely on different farms ranging from le:^5
than 300 pounds to more than 1400 pounds for each 100 pounds of
dressed pork in each year.
The range bred hogs will have to be replaced with a type th-:^t
will make more gains for the feed consumed, and some protein supplement should be added to the corn ration before economical gains can
be expected.
With improved pastures for hogs, skimmilk where it is
available, and sanitary measures for preventing worm infestation and
disease, the hog enterprise as a source of meat for the family will
have a place in the farm organization and under favorable conditions
a small surplus may be produced at a profit.

is to

In

Systems of Farming

in

Jones County, Mississippi

This study of the farm records in Jones County, Mississippi, for
1927 and 1928 discloses some of the weaknesses of the present system
of farming that are most common, and shows some methods that were
more successful than those followed on the greater number of farms.
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1927 when the cotton yields were exceptionally high and good
were received for cotton, most of the farmers received a greater
net income than can normally be expected in this area with present
farming methods. The next year, however, with the low yield of
cotton, few of the farms returned more than a low rate for the labor
As low yields of cotton must be expected in
that was used on them.
some years, some other sources of income on the farms is highly desirable.
It is the purpose of this section of the bulletin to show how
some of the weaknesses of the farming system may be corrected
through suggestions brought out in this study and through the results
of other Experiment Station research.
In developing a plan for the operation of a farm in this section
Of these one
of Mississippi, a number of facts must be considered.
of the most important is that many of the farms as operated are too
small to give high returns to the farm operator, and that unless the
farm earnings are supplemented by income from outside the farm
Too often the
business, a low personal income must be expected.
size of the farm business is limited by the acreage of cotton that can
With the yields that are normally expecred and with
be cared for.
usual or average prices the income from 8 to 12 acres of cotton will
not permit a very high standard of living, even with a large part of
the family living coming from the produce of the faim.
In this section few of the farms can materially increase the acreage of cotton grown per man even with the most effi:?ient practices.
The uneven topography and the necessary terraces which break the
land into small irregular fields limit the extent to which man power
can be replaced by horse or machine work and even on the level fields,
which are free of stumps and where two-horse implements can be
used, the hand labor necessary for picking the crop will still limit the
acreage grown.
Farm practices, with the possible exception of those on cotton, are
not standardized nor has the value of many of the possible supplementThe profitable production of many of the
ary crops been determined.
truck crops that grow well in the area is limited by the lack of an
organized market, and few of these crops can be included as a permanent part of the farm business. There is, however, a limited place for
truck crops on some farms and this, with livestock production and the

In

prices

inclusion of feed crops, offers the means of increasing the size
Like the truck crops an extensive development
of the farm business.
of the livestock enterprises is also dependent upon the development
of markets.

Fully as important as the problem of increasing the size of the
business is that of increasing the crop yields and the livestock production.
The low crop yields can in a measure be corrected with a
more liberal use of fertilizer or by developing a cropping system which
includes cover crops and legumes.

A

more efficient use of horse work could be made on many of the
The crops grown on the typical family farm are not sufficient
to keep a team of work animals busy, but with a larger acreage of
crops, the same investment in work stock and only slightly higher
feed costs, the amount of work done by horses could be increased
farms.

materially.
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These are practical problems in the area, and are factors which
Some of these probtend to keep the farm earnings at a low figure.
lems will continue to be handicaps on a number of the farms and are
Others can, in a
the natural disadvantages to farming in the area.
measure, be corrected on some of the farms. Below are listed some
of the things which should be kept in mind by operators v/ho are planning a program for an improvement in the operation of their farms.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

in the farm layout
Increase in the number of crop
Inclusion of cover crops in the
Production of feed crops
Production of marketable truck
Improvement of pastures
Increase in number of livestock
Improvement in the quality of

Improvement

pARn OF

acres handled

farm system
crops

the livestock

\?Z7

Figure XIII.
The lar^e number of small fields are poorly adapted to large power uisits
labor savin"- machinery.
The fields are divided by tprraces.
The operatoi' of this
small farm did quite well with truck crops adaptable to small fields, but the market is too
limited for many farmers of the community to succeed with truck crops.

and
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Attention along all of these suggested lines is not necessary on all
On some farms steps have already been taken along the
of the farms.
lines suggested; and while it will not be possible to show how many
of the farms in the area can be improved through changes in the organization of the farm business, a few examples will be given from
farms on which records were obtained and the me hod of estimatinj^
the results from contemplated changes will be shown.

Organization of Small Farms

One of the small farms as it was operated in 1927 illustrates a
number of the points brought out in the preceding discussion. This
farm with 27 acres in crops and 14 acres in woodland and waste was
one of the most profitable faims on the route in 1927, with cash receipts amounting to •about $1800.00 including $622.00 received from
The value of the sales from
outside sources other than farm sales.
the farm was about equal to the average for the route.

The land is rolling
Figure XIII shows the farm layout for 1927.
The soil is somewhat
field boundaries follow the terraces.
better than some of the soil in the county, as about half of the farm
is Orangeburg Sandy Loam, which is considered one of the most proIn 1927 this farm had 10.5 acres of truck
ductive soils of the county.
crops including 2.8 acres of peanuts.
In addition to the cotton crop
which, with better than the average yield for the farms, amounted to
$700.00, the sale of tomatoes and melons amounted to nearly $250.00^
syrup and seed cane to $75.00 and potatoes $37.50. This only illustrates the increase in the earnings that may come from the sale of
truck.
Other crops such as string beans, turnips, strawberries, and
sweet or Irish potatoes might have been grown. These crops were
grown on some of the farms during the two years of the study. As
an insurance against the loss of a crop or against an unsatisfactory
market for all of the truck, it may be advisable to grow a larger variety of crops, and a smaller acreage of each.
This would tend to
distribute the labor over a longer period of time.
Unfortunately this system cannot be used on all farms. For the
crops that depend on a local market the acreage that can be sold
profitably is very limited, and means of marketing may not be availand the

able to

all

producers.

This farm did not produce livestock or livestock products except for
the use of the farm family, and it is doubtful if the inclusion of livestock
would have been as profitable as were the truck crops. Perhaps some
livestock could have been added, but with the available land so limited
the growing of feed crops would have meant a decrease in the acreage
of cash crops.
Temporary pastures on any part of the crop land would
have required the erection of temporary fences and the field arrangement which is largely determined by the slope of the land does not
lend itself readily to temporary pasturing on a part of the acreage.
This farm is not divided into as many small or irregular fields as are
•most of the farms on which records were obtained.
If livestock above the needs of the farm family were included in
the organization, some pasture would need to be developed.
The improvement of the woods pasture would help some, but a more practical!
way would be to acquix*e and develop a larger farm.
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FARM OF

1927

Kg8 CI»onad

for cn>A». 1323

Figure XIV.
This farm had somewhat larger fields than that shown in Figure Xllf,
they are still too small and irreijular for larger than two-horse macliinerv.
Fanning
such land to general field crops can never be very profitable.
Converting it to improved
p;(.->ture and grazing livestoclc offers possibilities for a more o'conoraic use.
t)Ut
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Farm ''B" which is outlined in figure XIV is more nearly representative of the farms in the section in that the acreage and the kind
of crops grown are more nearly the same as those found on a majority of the farms.
This farm being somewhat larger offers a better
chance for the development of supplem.entary enterprises other than
This with a slightly larger total investment than farm
truck crops.
*'A" had somewhat lower crop yields and much lower farm expenses.
The farm used less fertilizer on the crops and was more nearly selfFarm sales totaled $753.00 of which $564.00 was from the
sufficing.
This farm had 11 acres of cotton, 13.6
sale of cotton and cotton seed.
acres of corn, 2.3 acres of hay and 2.1 acres of sweet potatoes.
Cash
expenses on this farm w^ere low, but a larger outlay for more fertilizer
on cotton and corn would probably have increased the earnings of the
Higher yields would be one thing to work for on this farm.
farm.
Very few livestock products were

sold

from

50 head of poultry and three cows were kept.
sold,

this

No

farm although

truck crops

but some income was made from labor off the farm.

in the

diagram of the farm an effort was being made

to

Vv^ere

As indicated
develop some

pasture for livestock and to straighten some of the irregularities in
the field system.

An

idea of the prospective income from the farm

with the organization changed to increase the pasture for cattle, to

improve the quality of stock, and to increase the yields of the crops
be obtained from the comparisons given in tables 24 to 26.

may

Table 24 shows the organization of farms "A" and "B" with the
The 40 acre farm is too small to
include the minimum acreage of cash crops and to provide for a suitsuggested organization "C" added.

able acreage of pasture, although even on the small farm the livestock
if all of the woodland were converted to
improved pasture. However, the poultry enterprise could be included
on the smaller farm with little change in the farm set-up.

suggested could be included

The changes on the second farm which would be necessary

to put

the suggested plan in operation are small and would not affect the

labor distribution

of

the

farm

to

a great extent.

labor would be required for the truck crops on farm
crops added to the suggested system.

Somewhat more
"A" than for the

In order to compare the merits

of the different systems of farming, the efficiency of production

in

each should be put on a comparable base and similar prices used. Unfortunately, prices on the truck crops are not sufficiently stable to
justify an estimate of changes that might take place in a series of

years, and

we must assume

that the value of the truck crops will be

approximately the same even with changes
o-f crops grown.

in

the value or in kind

As yields in 1927 were above normal the cotton yield assumed in
making a comparison of the farming systems is less than those obtained in 1927, but above the yields of 1928.
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Table 24.

—Systems

of

Farming

Farm "A"

in

Jones County

Farm

Cotton and
truck as

Farm "C"

'"B"

live.'^tock

(suKt;esled

oi)erated

Size

farm

of

—

acres

41
27
14

....

—
—
Pasture —
Crops Grown
—
Corn —
Hay —
Truck
—
—
Livestock
Horses — Number
Cows —
—
produ;
— pounds
Crops

ari^-s

Woods and

wttt*

acres

(JO

30
20
10

acvt-6

acres
acres
acres

G
2.3

i:;

5.0
5.0

2.1

10.0
2
4

_

!iuin!«'r

I'oultrv
I'ork

5.4
4.0
7.1

acres
acres

cr<ips

pasture

<):jt

10.0
10.0

11.0

10.5

C' tton

150
1000

numlit^r
*

and

Cotton

Cotton

d

Table 25 shows, first, the production of crops and livestock on
these two farms as reported for 1927 and secondly the production
that could be expected as an average over a long period of years with
approximately the same efficiency in production on each farm. The
adjusted or normal yields are such as could be expected on most farms
in the county and the better farms could undoubtedly exceed the.^e
yields or obtain the same yield with less expenditure of fertilizer.
For cotton the yield is slightly below the yields obtained in 1927;
but considering the yields since 1919, as shown in Figure 6, 300 pounds
of lint cotton could hardly be depended on even with the application
of approximately 500 pounds per acre of a 4-8-4 fertilizer.
The normal yield of 250 pounds should be a conservative estimate of production.
Corn production has been adjusted for a yield of 25 bushels per
acre, with about 100 pounds each of nitrate of soda and superphosphate
applied.
In 1927 farm "A" obtained a yield of 28 bushels and farm
^'B" a yield of 22 bushels with no fertilizer.
While 1927 was not a
year of exceptional corn yields, some allowance is made in the normal
figure of 25 bushels for the effect of cow peas or velvet beans on the
acre yield.
The cost of planting the corn to beans or peas has been
made in the expenses on the adjusted system.
Hay yields estimated at 1.5 tons per acre should be obtained from
soybeans or cow peas planted on land heavily fertilized the preceding
year.
No change in the estimated value of truck crops on farm ''A"
was made. With good yields and prices for potatoes, a higher income
might be obtained or allowance made for low earnings of other truck
crops.
Table 25.

— Production

Under Different Sys'ems as Reported
Adjusted fo"- Normal Yields

Farm
Cotton
C; tton

Hay

—

C'Orn

—

liusbi

—
's

— pounds
Eo-s — zen
.Pork — pounds
d

1!)27

.i

as

Farm
adii'.t.Mj

''C"

;i(ijust-.i

.

3.15

2

.

(i

2

$350.00
135
150

150
89
50
15
78

1927 and

5 2 5

»;.:-;

1

Poultry
Meat

for

Farm

•A"
adjn.t

hales
s-cd
tons
tons

—

'

2.88

2.7 5

2.5

3.45

295
346

75
112

1200

41

150
250
1493

250
600

340
4

3

calf

2.5
7.5

50

calves

250
375
15 50

4

calves
7

50

1125
1200

Livestock production is adjusted to a scale slightly higher than
the average of the farms, but in doir.g this, feed to make up a balanced ration has been included in expenses and a more liberal allowance of feed to poultry charged to the adjusted systems. Here, as
with the crops, the "normal" production was exceeded on some farms.
For the most part, the feed allowance for production was taken from
Mississippi Station Bulletin 257.
The production of butterfat is adjusted to 150 pounds per cow or approximately 350 gallons of 5 per
cent milk.
With a ration of corn and cottonseed meal, soybean or
cowpea hay. and some improvement in pastures a production of 150
to 200 pounds of butterfat should be obtained from the srt>ck on the
farms.
In 1927 the production of fat on farm "B"' was estimated at
127 pounds with the cows on scant pasture and receiving a limited supply of corn and hay, but no cottonseed meal.

Surplus vegetables and truck crops are com^m^only fed :o hogs and
these with 500 to 600 pounds of grain, where some pasture is available,
should be sufficient to produce 100 pounds of pork.
The stock of hogs
on these farms should be improved and hogs suited to pen and pasture
feeding should replace the range stock so common in the area. For
poultry, an allowance of 40 to 50 pounds of gi-ain per head with 15
to 20 pounds of mash fed to improved, carefully culled and handled
stock, should produce 7.5 dozen eggs and 5 pounds of meat per hen.

The

cost of cottonseed meal, bran, and other mill feeds is included
expenses on the different farms as adjusted in order to make

in the

the results com.parable.

— Income

Table 26

for

F

A

Farm

Est Tated

"B"'

&:-y.c:i

-

d

d ll^ri
.

frcm farm prc-dnci*
crof<s

731

Truck cTope

356

Field

Livestctck

I'iflfreDO^

and

in

117-

fi
J

:

703

51fc

301

647

•"•

iit;5

r-('-2

farm receipts

4*0

•-xp-enses

Excess fumb^hf-d home
Excess cif out>ide eaminirs
over hir»d lar>r-r
_

farm

613
350

5

Total
T..rm f-si<en<f^

c.r.d

.-It:

as

1 r

3

Isc-fmf-

for Different Systems in 1S27 and
Normal Yields and Prices

and Expenses

_

3 20

2> 5

Ibo

445

100

102

100

12 4'

1

"

* 4 t

"

'

1

2 S

Table 26 shows the inccmie and expenses or. the farms as operated
1927 and adjusted to normal prices and production. The price cf
cotton was taken at 17^ cents per pound and cottonseed at S32.0O
per ton.
The final figures for earnings of operator and farm shew
two or three important comparisons. Farm "A" with no family labor
obtained a large share of the income from work outside the farm.
This income is balanced in part by the expenses and as the opportunity
to do outside work is not open to all operators, this has been reduced
in the adjusted system to correspond with the outside earnings on other
farms.
At best, the earnings from work off the farm are undeper.din
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able and should not be considered in comparing the earnings from different farming systems.

Farm *'B" growing little for sale except cotton, had lower earnings
Including more fertilizer and more feed to livestock
than farm "A".
almost doubled the expenses in the suggested system, but w^ith a good
Most of the inchance of materially increasing the farm profits.
creased earnings on this adjusted farm result from the higher livestock
production assumed.
The suggested organization *'C" with more livestock than on **B"
but with no more truck crops indicates an earning power similar
to that on "A" with an equal opportunity for outside work.
These comparisons are suggestive only, but indicate some opportunity for increasing farm earnings, either by adding some productive
livestock or truck crops to the corn and cotton organization or by increasing productive efficiency on the farms.
Operators may be well
repaid by thinking through the estimated expenses and prospective returns from enterprises that are possible additions to their own farm
in a manner similar to that just given here.
For those who are interested in the method of budgeting farm resources and estimating Returns before making a change in their present systems, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 257 describes the method followed and provides the necessary forms for working out a farm budget.
Plans for the Organization of Larger Farms

and

Possibilities

for the

Area

The preceding discusison has been devoted to farms operated by
one man, but applies to the larger farms as well. As organized, the
farms with a larger acreage would typically consist of the land operated
by the owner and additional farm land operated by share croppers.
The outlook for expansion in this direction is not optimistic since
it seems necessary to increase the production per man in
order to
keep pace with communities which have made more progress in the use
of power and machinery.
The following discussion is based largely
on the results obtained by the Animal Husbandry and Agronomy Departments of the Experiment Station as applied to the natural and
economic conditions of the Longleaf Pine section. Similar results have
been and are being obtained on individual farms in the area. The suggestions are offered for those who have the means and the inclination
to obtain more than a comfortable living from agricultural pursuits in
the area.
A list of station bulletins consulted is appended to this discussion.

Potential agricultural land is plentiful and relatively cheap while
the climate is ideal for a great variety of crop and livestock enterprises.
Transportation facilities are good.
On the other hand, it may be
frankly stated that the greater part of the land in its natural state is
too poor for ecenomical production without the liberal use of fertilizers
and that the capital and labor necessary to bring the land into production constitutes a problem.
Markets for practically all commodities other than cotton are yet undeveloped and the cattle tick is still
a menace to much of the area.

These handicaps

may

be overcome and machinery for removing
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some of them is already in motion. The land responds readily to and
will return a satisfactory profit on the use of commercial fertilizers,
while a number of legume crops aire sufficiently well adapted to the
area to be used for soil improvement. A large number of farmers of
the section have had their stumps removed by Wood Distillation companies for the stumps, and H might be assumed that where car lots
of stumps can be assembled, either individually or cooperatively, the
value of the stumps would approximately offset the cost of clearing.
Markets will be established or may be obtained as production attains
the volume and uniformity necessary to justify them, while the doom
of the cattle tick is written in the fencing laws and the dipping program now in force. Farmers are now being excused from dipping as
their pasture becomes tick free, and in the course of time, quarantine
Testrictions on the movement of livestock will be lifted.
In view of these conditions, one who contemplates the undertaking of extensive agricultural operations in the area should be possessed
©f a pioneering spirit and sufficient capital or credit to operate until
the undertaking reaches a paying basis.
Few industries are expected
to pay dividends the first year and developing a farm in a comparatively new faiming section should be no exception.
At least three
years should be allowed for establishment of the undertaking and development of markets, and management programs may well be based
on ten year periods.

Figure XV.
Where land is plentiful, the tendency is to abandon eroded spots as shown
pait of this view, thus p(M'inittin^- fields to become more and more irregular
shape.
Comparatively lar^e and regularly shaped fields are necessary for the successful
operation of large machinery.

in the central
in

Specialized Cotton Farming
In the midst of the general call for more diversification, a plan
for a specialized cotton farm may seem strange.
However, it is assumed that where one lives on the land, the farm will supply the home
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with such products as are adapted to the area and necessary f®r a
The following plan is suggested for
reasonable standard of living.
those who may make their home in town or who may follow some occupation other than farming for a part of the year.

For this type of farming, the land should be carefully chosen in
regard to terrain and location. Land which is not adapted to the use
of mechanical power would perhaps not be profitable when put to this
This calls for large fields, free from stumps and unobstructed
use.
by ditches and terraces which cannot be readily crossed by a tractor
and its equipment. Slightly rolling land where extremely broad base
terraces will suffice may be used, in which case, planting and cultivation would be extended across the terraces without regard to the
slope of the land.
it should be remembered that annual rainone approaches the Gulf and that weevil damage is
Such
closely associated with annual, and especially seasonal rainfall.
a type of farming would, therefore, have a better chance for success
in the northern than in the southern part of the Longleaf Pine section.
The following estimates are based on data of the South Mississippi
Experiment Station, Poplarville, the experience of tractor users in
various parts of Mississippi, and prices as estimated by the U. S. Department of Agriculture for Mississippi. They are offered as suggestions, and to show a method of estimating probable results.
They
may be changed to meet varying conditions. The unit is 100 acres

In regard to location,

fall increases as

of cotton.

Equipment suggested for the handling
with

its

approximate purchase price

is

accompanying equipment @
$1000.00 and 1 trailer, $300.00

2

tractors with

1

truck,

1

ditcher

1

six-ft.

2

mules

of this acreage, together

as follow^s
$1400.00

$2800.00
1300.00
125.00
135.00
300.00

grain drill

@

Miscellaneous;

$150.00
wagon, harness,

hoes,

bags,

etc

Total

2

40.00

$4900.00

It is estimated that where the tractors would be used for one
plowing, two diskings, one bedding, one planting, and four cultivations

on the cotton crop and two diskings and one drilling on a cover crop,
amount to 70 days each per year. Some
of these operations would be combined as one disking and drilling the
cover crop.
The truck would be used for practically all hauling and
its total use would depend largely on the distance from gin and market.

the total tractor use would

The use

of other

Where

equipment would vary with circumstances.

the land and improvements are valued at $40.00 per acre,

assumed that one man capable of operating a tractor is hired
work and picking is hired,
the approximate costs per acre for estimated yields of 250, 300 and
350 pounds of lint are given in table 27.
and

it

is

for a period of six months, and that all hoe
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Table 27.

— Estimated

Expense Per Acre on Cottan on

a

Largs Specialized Cottan Farm

30 0

2.')0

E
¥lifr**rp<^

lbs
lint

timntpd viVlds of

cm

r^^'tl

fn

p-if--'

^

— —

4:^0

rtn

rif^v

anvt^

— —
Taxes— 40
exemy
iiiile

mills

()

.

00
00
11.25
2.50
S.50

3.30 lbs
lint

$2.00
2.94
6.86
6.00
3.00

3.00

15>5

13.50
3.00
8.50

1.40
5.42
2.00

feed

tinp:

c»4

•?

6
6
3

$2.00
2.04
6.S6
6.00

00

•'>

.$

on CQuipniGnt
on $49 p6r sere
Depreciation on equipment
14 9r on $49 per acre
a^es and upkeep 1 man 6 months (5 $100 per mo
^Vag^eSf hoe handv*N
contract
twice over
Wages, pick contract, $1.50 per cwt
Gin and wrap, 1 cent per lb lint
Fertilizer
600 pounds 4-8-4
Seed
1.75 bu. (ci 80 cents
Kerosene, g-asoline, oil and grease
Iiitt?r(*st

]'oi

lint

3.50
8.50
1.40
6.12
2.00

1.40
5.78
2.00

on 3-4 valu:ition after
for ditcher, drill and

$500

equipment

miscellaneous

••'

s

T..til>

The lowest

yield considered

age yield for the

but the

is

.)

-tI

4 3

2..-1

2.51

^;37.40

$60.58

considerably higher than the aver-

amount

of fertilizer allowed is nearly
three times the average used per acre in the state.
The average yield
of CO' ton so fertilized at the Poplarville station for the 4 years 1925
state,

1928 was 384 pounds lint cotton per acre, assuming that
equal to one-third of the seed cotton.

in

Interest charges are based on the assumption of
capital.

Where

capital

is

lint

was

owned land and

borrowed, the rates paid should, of course,

be substituted.
Depreciation on equipment might vary considerably.
ful ''handling,

it

and more of

it,

might be less than the estimate
ft might be more.

or,

With care-

with rougher use

It is assumed that the owner will operate one tractor.
A son
might operate the other or two sons might operate both. However
the hiring of one tractor operator for six months is used in the account.
Since the tractors are only operated on cotton 70 days each,
Hoeing is based on twice over
this man could also operate the truck.
at $1.50 per acre.
Hoe labor should be reduced to the minimum and
there are a number of possible ways which have been suggested, but
not fully tried out.
Of these, checkrowing with cross cultivation and
One
pasturing with geese may be mentioned.
Picking is by contract.
should look carefully into the possible labor supply where this amount

of hired labor
It

is

to be used.

should be possible to reduce the cost of fertilizer after a few
if the practice of sowing a cover crop

years without reducing the yield,

and plowing it under in the spring, were
item has been allowed for cover crop
should be offset by fertility and some pasture of feed
assumed that new seed are purchased each year.

containing a legume each
carefully followed.

seed as this
value.

It is

No

fall

cost
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Table 28.

— Estimated

Gross Return

on.

Cotton toT Varying
ih lint

2.-)0

Yield per acre
I'j

.-.0«

estimated
at 20 cents per pound
$3.3.90 per ton

jces as
Liiiit

I.itit

Seed

at
at

J.int

at

Seed at

cents \)or pound
per ton

$4 9.30

]

seed

50 lb

)h)fc

7U0 lb seed

00

$60.00
10.17

$70.00
11.86

$70.17

$81.86

$S1.2.'3

$97.r)0

12.3-^

14.79

$113.75
17.23

$112.29

$131.0«

$34.80

$40.6©

jirices

1.0

cents per

pound

$29.00

$21.00 per ton

5 2 .5
.

Totals

192S

11)

Prices
3

piices

3'^..">

19 20

seed

and

lb lint

8.47

$50

Seed at

1«)23

11.

Yields

300
600

0.30

7.35

:J;41.10

*;47.!>5

$55.50
11.70
$07.20

$fi<.75

prices

Lint at is..5 cents per pound
Seed at $39.00 per ton

$4*1. 2.')
9.7.1

13.65
$78.4©

Kerosene was valued at 12 cents per gallon, gasoline at 22 ceBts,
The
cents per gallon and grease at 20 cents per pound.
requirements were estimated and would vary with type of soil, distance
of haul, type of machine and other factors.
It is assumed that the larger part of the mule feed is purchased,
although enough might be raised without detracting from the efficieney
oil
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of cotton production.
Taxes would of course, vary with the locality.
The average estimated December 1 farm price of cotton lint in
Mississippi for the eight years 1921-1928 is 20.9 cents.
The average
estimated price received by farmers in Mississippi on November 15
of the same years is 19.9 cents.
The average estimated Decembei^ J
farm price of cotton seed for the period is $33.90 per ton.
Using the approximate average of the two estimated lint priees
and the estimated price of seed, an estimate of the probable retaxKS
from the enterprise may be made. Some additional prices will be ased
for comparison.
These various estimates of probable returns emphasize the aiJvisability of maintaining a liquid reserve fund to care for unfavorable
years.

Since the operation of this business would occupy the operator
for only a part of the year, it might be combined with one or more of
the following enterprises or with custom work wherein a more efficient and economical use could be made of the power equipment.
Fruits,

Nuts and Truck 4Crons

A

wide variety of fruit, nut and truck crops can be satisfactorily
produced in the Longleaf Pine section of Mississippi. Of the tree
crops, certain varieties of peaches, pears, pecans and, in the southern,
part, satsuma oranges have been successfully grown.
Grapes, hoth
bunching varieties and muscadines, do well. Strawberries, tomatoejv
sweet potatoes, early Irish potatoes, cabbage and related crops, e?icumbers, stsing beans, butter beans, English peas, turnips, rutabagas
and onions constitute other crops for which the area is quite vseU
adapted under reasonably good management.
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With the exception of satsuma oranges which are subject to a
climatic hazard, the outstanding drawback to the trucking industry is
the absence of satisfactory markets.
lesser drawback is the necessiSince the latter
ty of constantly combatting insect and fungus pests.
may be controlled by proper spraying and dusting, it may be dismissed
and the discussion confined to organization and marketing.

A

Tree crops require several years of attention before coming into
bearing.
This time, under good management, ranges from about three
years after setting for satsuma oranges to eight or ten years for pecans
with psaches requiring a little longer time than oranges.
Small fruits
and vegetables are annuals and crops may be expected as soon as
the soil is in a good state of tilth.
Few cost figures are available, but
in 1921, a study in the Copiah County trucking area showed the following gross costs per acre: Tomatoes $210, Cabbage $137. Peas
$161, Beans $103, and Carrots $124.
In 1925, a survey in South
Mississippi showed the following cash expenses per acre
on cabbage
$120, on early Irish potatoes $110, on cucumbers $10, on tomatoes $60,
on sweet potatoes $5, on strawberries $100 (esti ated and including
labor), and on sugar cane $55.
With the exception of strawberries,
these costs did not include charges for man labor, horse work or land
and machinery use. Seed, fertilizer, packages and such hired labor
as syrup making constituted the principal items included.
In most
cases, these crops were produced profitably when marketed locally,
but when shipments to outside markets were undertaken, the marketing
problem at once became acute.
:

m

Several possible solutions of this problem may be suggested, but
must be borne in mind that when any area seeks outside markets
that it will meet keen competition from well established areas as well
its other new areas possessed of similar ambitions, and that offerings
•of a constant supply in quantity of uniform and high quality products
•over a period of several years may be necessary to establish marketing
it

^connections on a paying basis.

These conditions can best be attained by the: cooperation of a
:number of serious minded growers who are willing to sacrifice some
individual ideas for the benefit of the undertaking and who can af_ford, and are willing, to content themselves with little or no profit unSuch an organization should
til the industry shall become established.
•agree on varieties to plant, time to plant and method of marketing.
Car lot shipments may be made, or buyers from outside markets may
be attracted to the area. With an adequate supply of high quality
products, processing plants may be established, or with such products
as sweet potatoes and syrup a cooperative processing plant may be
Growers should be reminded., however, that a processed probuilt.
duct is not yet sold and marketing may still remain a problem. This
is especially true of canned products where the retail trade is acFor this type of processing, it is
•customed to established brands.
perhaps better to interest processors who already have established
marketing channels to locate factories in the area than to attempt
Growers
their establishment wholly with local capital and enterprise.
:should especially be warned against canning equipment salesmen who
offer to assist in organizing local companies or cooperatives in order
Such undertakings are often permature
to make a sale of equipment.
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md

failure results

of raw products or the
finished goods.
Before such a step is
competent authority should be consulted.

from an insufficient supply

lifficulty of disposing- of the

undertaken, some

Figure X\
ample gia/.inj;
consisted
the area

I.

for

Tliis

one

prii'ciiKilly
free-

of

small pasture with perhaps one-third of the area in woorTs providedl
unit per acre for a period of seven months.
The grazmg
carpet grass and lespedeza
natural seeding.
A few goats kept

animal

from weeds and

—

brusli.

Livestock

With the abundance of cheap land and the prospects of

finally

exterminating the cattle tick, South Mississippi offers excellent opportunities for g:razing types of livestock enterprises.
For such an undertaking, the

primary step

is

the development of pastures.

A

pasture, to be profitable, must be something more than a tract
Df land under fence.
A fence is necessary, of course, but the number
and variety of grazing plants within the fenced area is even more
important.

The cost of constructing fences varies considerably, dependingr
en the kind and cost of materials, the outline of the area to be fenced
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and the terrain. These costs would have to be calculated for each
undertaking.
Materials for fencing", with posts valued at 15 cent
each and placed ten feet apart, will cost per rod about as follows: fo
five strands barbed wire, 50 cents; for 35 inch woven wire and tw
strands barbed wire 80 cents; and for 52 inch woven wire 90 cents
The length of fence can be calculated and the labor charge estimate
to obtain the approximate cost of fencing.
Pasture land should be cleared of stumps to faciliate the opera
tion of mowing weeds and keeping down brush.
Plowing is advisabl
after which a pasture mixture in which bermuda grass, carpet grass
paspaium and lespedeza predominate, should be sown. A liberal ap
plication of fertilizer on the pasture is a good investment.
Heavy
grazing should be avoided until the grasses are well established and
overgrazing should be avoided at all times. A rotation of pastures
greatly increases the total carrying capacity and adds to the pasture
values.
I

Beef Cattle

An advantage

in the production^ of beef cattle lies in the fact
they can be marketed at distant points.
The transportation
charges and approximate shrinkage are not difficult to calculate.
When the quarantine is lifted from the area, producers will have a
choice of local markets, St. Louis or New Orleans.
Either milk fat
calves, grazing steers or feeder steers may be produced and from
present information, it appears that the demand will be good for several years at least.
The important points to observe in addition to the maintenance
of adequate pastures are the use of a pure bred bull of a beef breed,
and liberal provision for wintering the breeding herd. Native cows
may be used in starting, but these should gradually be replaced by
lieifers selected for beef type and quality.
Fall sown oats may be
relied upon to reduce the feed cost of wintering.
As the area is
ordinarily on a deficit feed basis, it is doubtful if carrying more animals than the breeding herd through the winter would be profitable.
About one ton of hay and 180 pounds of cottonseed meal per 1000
pounds of live animal is a liberal winter feed allowance. Although
pastures have been developed in the area to carry one mature animal
to two acres, one animal to three acres is considered good pasture,
and one to four acres would be a safer basis of estimate.

that

Sheep and Goats

Where fences are adequate, sheep and goats may be pastured
Sheep, where efficiently managed,
with cattle with profitable results.
have returned handsome profits to their owners. On the other hand,
inefficiency in handling may very quickly result in loss.
Dogs and internal parasites constitute the chief hazards of sheep
The first may be overcome by pasturing the
production in the area.
flock within sight of the house and confining the sheep in a dog proof
The second has been largely surmounted by the roat night.
tation of pastures and the regular administration of vermicides.
rroiiis are secured by the production and sale of spring lambs
for which purpose it is necessary to use a ram of good mutton type.
Common ewes may be used in starting, but these, as in the case of
50

The
beef cattle, should be ioiproved by selection from the Iamb crop.
sale of wool from the breeding; flock should go far toward paying for
the winter feed.
About the same amount of feed per 1000 pounds
weight should be allowed as for cattle.
While there is no well established market for goats, a few of
these animals are useful in helping destroy brush and weeds in pasThey are quite hardy, seldom being affected with internal
tures.
Grubs in the head attack goats
parasites as is the case v/ith sheep.
as well as sheep, but this may be prevented by smearing the nose with
The flesh of ^'oats when properly
tar during the sumraer season.
dressed can scarcely be distinguished from mutton and a good local
market for a few of these animals is a possibility.
A few sheep and goats often increase the value of cattle pastures
as the former eat many weeds not relished by cattle, and the latter,
being browsers by nature, are a great aid in destroying shrubs and
•bushes as well as weeds.

Dairy Cattle
Dairy farming differs from the production of beef cattle in a
number of important respects. These may be enumerated as follows:
they require a more constant labor supply; they call for a larger
amount of feed and feed of higher quality; they should be provid:d
with better housing; and the product calls for delivery to market at
least twice per week in winter and oftener in summer, depending on
What has
the product marketed and storing facilities on the farm.
heen said in regard to pastures for beef animals is applicable also to
the keeping of dairy cattle although the necessity for good pastures
may not be so pronounced where one is situated where he has the
advantage of the best matket. Feed allowance may be roughly estimated at 1.5 tons of high quality hay per 1000 pounds weight and
one pound of concentrate per three pounds of milk produced witn
about 50 per cent additional concentrate for calves, heifers and bulls.
Yv'here silage is available, about three pounds is equivalent to one
pound of hay. This allowance is in addition to a reasonably good
pasture.

Dairy products may be marketed in various forms and by a numof methods, depending for their profitableness on the market
available, the location of the farm in relation to the market, and the
tJ.airy equipment on the farm.
These may be enumerated as follows:
retailing whole milk, cream, buttermilk and butter in bottles or packages, wholesale cream to creamery, cream station or ice cream plant,
.•and wholesaling whole milk to a distributor,
condensery or chsese
plant.
In addition, there are possibilities in the area for producing
dairy cows and heifers for sale.
ber

Retailing calls for delivery once or twice daily which is practiced
only when the farm is located near a consuming center sufficiently
large to take the output at satisfactory prices.
These prices must
necessarily be considerably above wholesale prices since land so located is ordinarily more valuable, buildings must be more sanitary
and expensive, more equipment is necessary and more labor is involved.
Selling cream permits the farm to be located farther from the
market than any other method unless one considers t,he selling of
butter from the farm, a practice which is rarely found and about as
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Cream may be delivered as seldom as twice pel'
mid-winter although such seldom delivery is rarely advisable,
due to the cost of proper cooling and storing equipment. Markets for
cream are ordinarily the first type of wholesale market established in
3l community, and at the present time, it is the most common wholesale
market of the area. This method of marketing does not require an
excessive amount of equipment and transportation charges are relatively low.
Sanitary restrictions are not so stringent as in the production of products for retail, yet reasonably high standards of sanitation are ordinarily profitable by reason of a higher quality product
obtained.
This method also has the advantage of retaining the skimmilk on the farm where it has a feeding value per 100 pounds roughly
It may be used in
estimated as equal to one-half bushel of corn.
rearing heifer calves, and for the production of pork or poultry prorarely profitable.

week

in

ducts.

Wholesaling whole milk

calls for delivery of

sweet milk once or

Tbe lower farm lands will produce excellent corn and peas which mav
Figure XYII.
The corn in the picture was topped to obtain rou<ihaye
be harvested or srazed hy ho;^s.
rougliage
is very expensive if the time used in tupping has any value.
Such
lor mules.
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The cost of equipment is about the same as that where
some additional cans and a cooler being needed instead
Sanitary standards must be sufficiently high to insura
of a separator.
the delivery of milk sweet and comparatively free from foreign matTransportation charges are relatively high, and the marketing
ter.
twice daily.

cream

is

sold,

cf whole milk is conducive to neglect of calves needed for replacein the dairy herd.
In anticipation of the enforcement of the stock dipping law and
quarantine regulations, many of the cattle of the area were disposed
The demand for dairy animals is now good in
of a few years ago.
the area and dairy development in communities north of the quarantine territory has created an excellent market available as soon as
The market outlook for well bred dairy
the quarantine is lifted.
heifers and cows is exceptionally bright.
Only pure bred bulls from cov/s of known high production should
be used, whether one is producing animals or products for market.
Where the income is to be derived from the sale of animals, they
nmy be handled similar to beef cattle, with perhaps somewhat better
care, and whether one sells animals or products, it will rarely pay to
keep bull calves. These should be killed at birth, since either cows,
heifers or sheep will return more from pasture while heifers, hogs or
chickens will return more for skimmilk.

ment

Hogs
Because of the difficulty of producing corn in South Mississippi,
the production of hard finished hogs for market in the area will be
found profitable only on especially well favored farms. However there
are possibilities for successful hog production on certain crops adapted
t'j the area and especially in connection with certain types of dairying.
Although hogs are not usually considered as grazing animals,
adequate pastures are necessary for success. Where fences are adequate hogs may be grazed with other types of livestock without seri•OU3 consequences to either the pasture or the stock, if the precaution
is taken to place nose rings in the hogs and separate the animah at
calving or lambing tim.e.
A suggested practice is to pasture the sows and pigs on bermuda,
iespedeza, rape, and oat pasture and finish by grazing sweet potatoes,
peanuts, chufas, soybeans and such corn as is available.
Where corn
is the principal concentrate, a protein supplement is essential.
This
may be supplied by feeding skimmilk or tankage. Where tankage is
used the ratio should be about one pound of tankage to fifteen pounds
of corn.
The digestible protein in one pound of tankage is approximately equal to that contained in fifteen pounds or almost two gallons
of skimmilk.
Successful pork production requires well bred hogs and
reasonably sanitary surroundings.
Such hogs under such conditions
v^/^ith plenty of water and good pasture should make a pound af gain
or. 4,5 pounds of corn and .3 pounds of tankage or their equivalent
ir

other feeds.

Poultry
While a specialized poultry business requires considerable close attention to details for success, very few farm enterprises return more
tor the investment and fit in as well with other lines of farming as
Farmers of the Longleaf Pine section, generally, may
'does poultry.
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profit by improving their poultry enterprises and many of them might
Where conditions are
profitably increase the size of the farm flock.
favorable and reasonably good management practices foUovred, highly
specialized poultry farms should succeed.

The principal factors on v^hich success depends are so few and
simple that it is surprising that they are not recognized by more poulA flock composed of a single breed and variety, hatched
try keepers.
early, well fed, well housed and provided with sanitary surroundings
sums up the main points in a single sentence. The flock should consist of a single variety in order to insure uniformity of product whether
Early hatching and good feeding enable the
it be
eggs or birds.
producer to meet the demand for poultry products when seasonal prices
Proper housing and sanitary surroundings are
are ordinarily high.
In
necessary for the health of the flock and maximum production.
addition to the above points, the flock should be culled periodically
and the non-layers marketed.

The following estimates are based on recommendations of the
Poultry Department, A, & M, College, Mississippi, and records kept
by poultrymen of South Mississippi under the supervision of the ExThe unit is a flock of 300 hens which may be suctension Service.
cessfully kept on two acres of well drained land with preferably a
sandy soil. If all feed is to be grown, additional land will be necessary.
Housing should consist of one laying house, $300; three colony
houses at $150 each, $450; and one brooder house, $150.
The first
year, the laying house could be used in place of the colony houses,
deferring the building of the latter until the second year.
Only such
fencing as would be necessary to protect crops and prevent trespassing
on the property of others would be necessary.
This would depend
on the location of the enterprise and other interests of the owner.
Cost
of materials for fencing consisting of posts 8 feet apart and 72 ,inch
poultry wire topped by two light barbed wires would amount to about
$1.10 per rod when posts are valued at 25 cents each.
Such a fence
would be necessary to confine the strictly laying breeds. For the
heavier breeds, this height of the fence is not necessary and the cost
would be approximately 25 per cent less. Equipment, such as feeders
and nests would be built in and covered by the building cost.
The feed allowance should be 70 pounds per hen per year for the
and 80 pounds for the heavy breeds. Of this allowance,
55 per cent should be grain and 45 per cent mash.
To replace onehalf of the laying flock with pullets each j^ear would require approximately 15 pounds additional feed per hen. Green feed should be suplight breeds

plied

when range is not available.
Where the above housing conditions

are met and feed recommendations supplied, a production of 125 eggs per hen per year should
be otained.
In addition, there would be the cockerels and cull hens
for sale and the value of the manure for use on garden or flowers.
A conservative estimate of the return which might be expected is $1,50
per hen, not counting the value of manure which has been estimated
at 25 cents.
Whether the marketable product is eggs or poultry, the producThese
tion of a uniform and high quality product should be the aim.
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products can always be sold at some price, but ordinarily a premium can
Eggs for market should be infertile and
be obtained for high quality.
marketed regularly at intervals of not more than a week in winter

and shorter intervals

in

summer.

Mr. G. R. Sipe, Head of the Poultry Department, A. & M. College, suggests the possibility of building up a retail trade in package
eggs similar to the methods of the retail dairymen.
Poultry for market should be well fleshed and uniform in size,
sex and color.
Forestry

At the present tim.e, the forest resources of the United States are
being consumed at a much greater rate than they are being produced.
Lumber products have steadily increased in value for a number of
years and already the cost of wood for fuel is being sharply felt in
some sections which v/ere formerly well wooded. Virgin timber is
becoming increasingly scarce and transportation charges are adding
more and more to the cost of forest products. These conditions, in
addition to the fact that the climate and much of the land of South
Mississippi is particularly well suited to forest growth, makes timber
production worthy of serious thought.
The items of expense on this enterprise would consist largely of
interest on investment, taxes and protection from fire.
Some protection from livestock might also be needed while the seedlings are
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Seeding, except in rare cases, vvould take place naturally,,
although stme effort in this direction might prove profitable.
Theexpense of thinning should be offset by the sale of products remove'J

form of firewood, staves, posts, etc.
Fi^omiscuous burning over of cut-over lands has been the greatest
obstacle to reestablishment of forest growth.
Many people believe
that this keeps the cattle tick in check and improves the grazing.
With the extermination of the tick by other means, this incentive to
.irning will be removed.
While burning may improve the grazing for
a short time in the early spring, the value of grazing is greatly decreased in the long run by this practice.
C'^rtain pasture plants and
their seed are entirely destroyed and others are seriously injured..
Mowing, where possible, is far superior, and the value of the youii.g
forest trees destroyed by fire is ordinarily far greater than the slight
seasonal improvement in pasture.
R. D. Forbes, formerly of the Louisiana Forest Experiment Station, has estimated the costs and receipts per acre of reforesting enterprises to be as follows: taxes, 30 mills on an assessed valuation of $3.50,
10.5 cents; fire protection from nothing to 10 cents; planting, if necessary, $6.00; and interest, 6 per cent on a valuation of $5.00, thirty
cents.
These expenses, using ten cents for fire protection, allowing];
for planting, and compound interest amount to $36.81, $73.38, $138.87
and $256.14 at the end of 20, 30, 40 and 50 years respectively. Where
no planting cost is included, the corresponding amounts are $17.57,
At the present time, $5.00 per thousar.d
$38.92, $77.16 and $145.62.
is a conservative estimate of pine stumpage value in the South, and
with present rates tf increase this figure will likely be doubled in the
next ten or fifteen years when the first timber may be sold. Using
the higher figure and ordinary rates of growth, returns at the end of
20 years of $46 to $49 per acre for loblolly and slash pine and $23 per
acre for longleaf pine cord wood may be expected.
At the end of
40 years, slash and loblolly pine should yield from $210 to $300, and
longleaf, $128, as saw tim.ber.
In the case of the latter, turpentining
may yield an additional amount equal to one-third of the cordwood
value at the end of 20 years and one-fourth of the saw timber value
at the end of 40 years, bringing the totals up to $30.29 and $160.00
respectively.
With these figures, which are based on average soil and'
climatic conditions, all except planted longleaf pine at 20 years show
a margin of profit above 6 per cent interest, compounded.
As this
pine is a comparatively slow grower, it should be allowed to stand for
a longer period to be profitable.
in the

The

Combinations of Enterprises
combining enterprises has only been touched

possibilities for

upon in the foregoing discussion, but a study of the different enterprises soon leads to the realization that certain of them are complementary or supplementary to othe:s.
Each of the enterprises, fruit and'
truck being considered as one, has been discussed from the standpoint of its being considered for the major source of cash income.
It

has been assumed that, where the operator makes his

home on

the

land, he will produce on the side sufficient field, garden and livestock
products to meet family needs.
Where only one source of cash income is depended on, the opera-
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tor could well take a cue from industrial concerns and set aside a fund
Many such specialized farmers are
to take care of unfavoiable seasons.
?;eriously handicapped immediately following a bad year because all
income from the better years has been invested in more land or other
By combining one or
fixed capital and working capital is scarce.
more minor sources of income with the major source, hazards of unfavorable seasons are reduced and the business as a whole usually retLirns a greater net

income.

The advantage of combining a number of farm enterprises within
reasonable limits lies in making a better use of the time and resources
of the

farm.

Certain enterprises are

particularly

adapted to each

other.

some form

of livestock fits in exceptionally well with
Livestock serve the purpose of supplying an
outlet for surplus labor during the winter months when labor requirements for crops are low. They consume unsaleable products, turning
them into marketable forms, and are valuable in recovering the value
of shattered grains and forage left in the fields after harvest.
The
manure aids materially in reducing fertilizer bills and maintaining soil
fertility.
In this respect, beef cattle may be a valuable side line to the
production of cotton with only a small amount of time spent on producing winter roughage.
Where somewhat more land is adaptable to
feed crops and markets are available, dairy cattle fit in well with
cotton production.
The keeping of sheep and goats in connection with
cattle, and the production of pork and poultry products in connection
with dairying have already been discussed.
Sheep or ooultry combine
profitably with fruit and truck growing where fencing is adequate,
and a combination of trucking with dairying should be profitable under
favorable circumstances.
Forestry combines well with the production
of grazing animals, but in this case some sacrifice must usually be
made in one or the other. Forestry growth ordinarily precludes mowing, and burning should not be considered.
In addition, tree growth
progressively shades the ground and pasture plants die out.
With this
combination, the animals should be added only after the trees are well
established and they should be gradually reduced in numbers as the

In general,

cropping enterprises.

growth progresses.
Farmer relief has been one of the foremost

forest

topics of discussion
for the past several years.
It has now been narrowed down to the
point where it appears that the principal aid which the farmer might
expect through government agencies must be obtained either directly
or indirectly through cooperation.

Cooperation among farmers holds possibilities for increasing pronot only in its broader phases which permit of obtaining financial
aid from Federal funds, but also in its more narrow phases wherein
two or more neighbors pool their resources for the accomplishment of
undertakings quite local in nature.
Among the more local objects
adaptable to cooperative undertaking may be mentioned the exchange
of labor to obtain a better use and distribution of time and perhaps
save some cash outlay; the cooperative ownership of male animals and
machinery of high" unit cost in order to distribute the capital investment and permit full capacity use of the animal or machine where an
ip-dividuaFs operations would not justify the outlay; cooperative hauling
fits
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in order to insure full loads and save time and expense;
cooperative purchasing in order to obtain the advantages of wholesale
buying; and cooperative ownership of gins, warehouses, creameries,
curing houses, etc.; to insure proper hand,ling of products, facilitate
pooling of products and uniform marketing, and reduce handling exCooperative marketing of farm products is a phase of the
penses.
broader field and the benefits to be derived from it are more dependIt \vas this type of coent on the attitude of farmers as a group.
operation that the Federal Farm Board was created to assist, and its
success will depend largely on the support which the farmers themselves give it.

and shipping

ConSuccessful cooperation involves several important factors.
fidence of the cooperators in each other and in the management is
essential, as well as a willingness to sacrifice individual tastes and
prerogatives for the benefit of the group.
In this respect, sufficient
vision is necessary for the individual to see the advantage of average
fair returns covering a long period over a hard bargain driven at the
expense of future sales or the sales of others. Honesty and courage
are essential
honesty to live up to one's pledge when not legally
bound and courage to meet the competition of those opposed to cooperative efforts.
Good management, both in organization and operation, is requisite for success.
Prior to organization, the proposed
business should be thoroughly studied.
The functions of marketing
are the same for both cooperative and private agencies, and if the
coo^rative cannot perform the functions more economically than
private agencies, it has no reason to exist.
The costs of performing
these functions should therefore be considered as a first step for a proposed cooperative.
Costs of building site, building, transportation facilities and management should be looked into.
Other items to consider are probable volume of business, quality of products that it is.
proposed to handle, storage losses, financing, and market outlets.
.

—

From the management standpoint, it should be remembered that
the entire marketing structure has been well established by years of
custom, and that radical changes can be brought about only by herculean effort and pronounced public opinion.
It is therefore necessary for the cooperative manager to use the established marketing machinery at least for the present.
The functions involved in marketing
may be enumerated as assembling, grading, storing, financing, processing, transportating, packing and distributing.
These functions do
not necessarily occur in this order, but may occur in varying orders or
may be intermingled with each other. They are usually performed
by a number of different agencies, and under free competition, each
agency would perform that function, or part of it, which it could perform most economically. In ordinary marketing practice, the farmer
performs certain of these functions himself as a matter of course. He
usually transports his product to the assembling point, although he may
grade, process, package, store, finance, or even distribute it.
Likewise a cooperative or private agency may perform one or more of
these functions, but it is rare indeed that one agency attem.pts all of
them.
Wisdom lies in the cooperative choosing to perform only those
functions v/hich it can handle on a more economic basis, other things
being equal, than the private agencies, and leaving the remainder to
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existing marketing machinery.

— Clearing Pine Lands.
South Mississippi Branch
1922,
—
Branch
1925.
Bulletin 232 — Report South
1926.
Bulletin 238 — Report South Mississippi Branch
1927.
Bulletin 246 — Report South Mississippi Branch
Branch
1928.
Bulletin 266 — Report South
1925.
Circular 63 — Cotton Experiments, South
1926.
Circular 69 — Cotton Experiments, South
1927.
Bulletin 251 — Cotton Experiments, South
Bulletin 180 — Pasture and Forage Crops for South
74 — Vetch.
Bulletin 206 — The Sweet Potato for South
Circular 57 — Sweet Potato Experiments, South
Extension Circular 32 — Harvesting, Grading, Storing, and Marketing Sweet Potatoes.
Bulletin 208 — Peanuts.
Bulletin 129 — Sugar Cane for Syrup Making.
Circular 59 — Grape Experiments, South
Bulletin 217 — The Satsuma Orange
South
Bulletin 265 — Growing Satsuma Oranges
South
Circular 58 — Tomato Experiments, South
Circular 39 — Cost of Producing Truck
Copiah County, 1921.
Circular —
Care and Management of the Beef Herd.
Bulletin 242 — Steer Feeding Experiments.
Bulletin 260 — Steer Production
Bulletin 166 — Dairying on Cut-over Pine Lands.
Extension Bulletin 12 — Growing Hogs
Circular 78 —Fattening the
Extension Bulletin 26 — Helps for Mississippi Poultry Raisers.
Bulletin 159

Report
Bulletin 225
1923, 1924.
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